
Two bosses from a Hong Kong 
computer makers made a flying 
visit to London to rescue the 
reputation of their micro, the 
COMX 35. 

And they are also seeking a 
new distributor for a re-launch 
next month, following the 
collapse of Moranbrook, trading 
as Computers for All. 
COMX was badly hit by a 

report in Home Computing 
Weekly that $5 per cent of the 
computers failed CFA tests and 

00 had been recalled from 
ers 

On his UK visit, Thomas Yu, 
general manager of COMX 
World Operations, said: ‘*The 
first we knew about it was when 
‘we saw the article."" 

de 

Micros make 
you vote 

Micros can now help make sure 
you vote, thanks to a £10 
progr 

It was written by Norman 
Collins-Tooth and tested in 
council by-election in Berkshire 

Mr Collins-Tooth, treasurer of 
Wokingham Liberals, set up two 
Orics with his Polling Day 
software. 

He said it would not only 
replace the tedious manual work 
in party committee rooms but 
also provide up-to-the-minute 
predictions of the outcome 
Continued on page 5 
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METAMORPHOSIS 
You stumbled into the nest of the Cyglorx 
{and find yourself fighting off robot tanks. 

CREATOR'S REVENGE 5 
The creator assembled 3 mfiveamy of 

2 robots and it 
quarding the Cyglorx eggs. You think you 
have everything under control and then the 
eggs start hatching. Commodore 64 version 

features $ different screens. 
VIC 20 - COMMODORE 64 

€7.95 

to ‘akedeage onthe 

* commopone 64 
£7.95 

_ OTHER (GAMES AVAILABLE 
—<—— 
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BUY THIS SPACE 

To advertise 
your latest products! 

Ring Coleen or Barry on 

01-437 1002 NOW! 

Speakeasy, a speech synthesiser 
for most popular home micros, is 
the first product from Jamar, a 
new company formed to 
specialise in add-ons. Priced at 
£29.95, it is to be available now 
for the BBC micro, Commodore 
64, VIC-20, Oric, Sharp, Colour 
Genie, Dragon 32 and Memotech 
with others to follow 

Jamar, 17 Station Rd, Mirfield, 
West Yorks WF14 8LN 

eee 
A free membership club for 
owners of Aquarious computers 
has been set up. The Aquarious 
Users’ Club says members will get 
a newsletter including special 
offers, advance information and 
programs. Membership is free 
until February 29. 

Miss L. Leboff, Aquarius Users? 
Club, ‘4th Floor, Hyde House, 
The Hyde, London NW9 6LG 

eee 
Adventure specialists Richard 
Shepherd Software has brought 
out Super Spy, originally written 
for the Spectrum, in a Dragon 32 

rsion and Transylvanian 
Tower, already on sale for the 
Spectrum and Dragon, for the 
Commodore 64. Both cost £6.50. 

Richard Shepherd Software, 
23-25 Elmshott La, Cippenham, 
Slough, Berks 

eee 
[, a new Commodore 64 

game from Audiogenic, features 
a workman with toolbox who has 
to jump from cube to cube on a 
pyramid to 
colours. Pric 

Audiogenic, P.O. Box 88, 
Reading, Berks RGI 2SN 

eee 
‘Anew company has been formed 
by Radofin, makers of the 
Aquarius computer, and Custom 
Cables International, which 
makes software and interfaces. 
‘Add-On Electronics is to supply 
support for the Aquarius in 
Europe and software and add- 
ons for all home micros. Its 
products include 26 Aquarius 
software titles, 24 for the 
Spectrum, 16 for the VIC-20 and 
five each for BBC, Dragon, Oric 
and Commodore 64. 

Add-On Electronics, Units 2, 3, 
4, Shire Hill Industrial Estate, 
Saffron Walden, Essex CBII 
3AQ 
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It’s St Valentine's Day next 
week so we've included four 
specially-written fun games in 
this issue, giving you plenty of 
time to type them in. They start 
on the following pages: Com- 
modore 64, page 10; BBC/ 
Electron, page 17; Spectrum, 
page 22; VIC-20, page 34 

Give your Atari programs titles 
to be proud of — just typein the 
frozrant which starts on page 

A maze game with a difference 
re Oric owners starts on page 
4 

There’s seven pages of software 
reviews in this issue, including 
five for the Dragon on page 27 
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HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE 

HEAD OFFICE (MAIL ORDER DEPT.) 
5 KING STREET, MELTON MOWBRAY, 

LEICS LE13 1XA 
TEL: (0664) 68223/62517 

SOFTWARE FROM £4.95 FOR THE 
SPECTRUM, BBC, ATARI 600XL/800XL, 
VC2600, COMMODORE 64, VIC-20, ORIC, 

DRAGON AND TEXAS COMPUTERS. 

SPECIAL OFFER! ATARI 600/800 XL BBC 

QUICKSHOT JOYSTICK —£7.50 (Cartridges) ARCADIANS £9.95 
QUICKSHOT II JOYSTICK £8.95 DONKEY KONG £28.95 BEB TREK £6.95 
ATARI JOYSTICK 20.05%) Sceutere E2g98 2 nooo £7.95 

7 DEMON ATTACK £31.95 | HUNCHBACK £7.95 
GALAXION £28.95 MUSIC PROG £14.95 
JUMBO JET PILOT £28.95 Peete) oe 
‘SUPER COBRA £33.95 }OKER f 

SPECTRUM RIVER RAID £28.95  30-SPACE £7.95 
ULTIMATE ~ PLAY THE GAME SOCCER £23.95  BATTLEZONE 2000 £6.95 

(All Games £5.45) MOON SWEEPER £31.95 BEYOND BASIC (Book) £7.28 
JET PAC £5.45 eT. 

LUNAR JET MAN £5.45 FATHOM VvICc-20 
COOKIE £5.45 LORD OF THE RINGS ALIEN ATTACK £5.95 

TRANSAM £5.45 Q-BERT CRAZY KONG £6.95 

PSsT £5.45 TUTANKHAM FROGGER £6.95 
TIC-AT, PURPLE TURTLES. £7.95 

BTCATAG ae (Cassette) SIREN CITY £6.95 
DARTS £14.95 EVEREST ASCENT £6.45 

FIGHTER PILOT £6.95 STAR TREK £6.95 

IMAGINE POOL £14.95 
(All Games £5.45) SCRAM £19.98 COMMODORE 64 

‘ARCADIA £6.95) SNOOKER £14.95 arcadia £5.45 
MOLAR MAUL £5.45 VAULTS OF ZURICH £19.45 CRAZY KONG £6.95 

Zoom £5.45 WORD HANGER £4.95 FROGGER £6.95 
SCHIZOIDS £5.45 XENON RAID £14.95 PURPLE TURTLES £7.95 
21P-ZAP £5.45 BLACK JACK £14.95 SIREN CITY 008 

Relates £19.95 EVEREST ASCENT £6.45 
ppd £23.95 — SNOOKER £8.95 
MAGIC WINDOW £8.95 STAR TREK £6.95 

QUICKSILVA age £14.95 GALAXIAN 64 £7.95 
‘AQUAPLANE E75; VENUE VOYAGER £14.95 JUPITER LANDER (ROM) £9.95 

[ROM) : 

pth tpl poe JUST £48.95 FOR THE FAI CONpATROM mae 
FRENZY Pane ATARI PROGRAM RECORDER! __ INTRODUCTION To BASIC 182 £1498 

GAMES DESIGNER £6.95 | was 
GAIN RURRER ee t Many more available! SAE for lists. 
MINED OUT £4.98, | Please find enclosed Cheque/PO or debit my Access/Visa Card 
VERNONS LAIR: £6.95 
3D STRATEGY e7ag | No. for the following game for the 

SS computers, 
H iF 4. 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE | 2. 5. 

We stock a large selection for all | 3. 6. 
ages. From Mr Men to ‘A’-Level | NAME 
Maths! inc. Astro Maths/Jungle | nnpess 

Maths, MrT Tells the Time, | SDDRESS 
Mr T Money Box. | 



COMX mission 
From front page 

He said they had traced the 
source of the problem in the first 
batch of 2,000 which Comx had 
produced 

The failures were caused by 
faulty hermetic seals on two ICs 
— supplied by an outside com- 
pany — which allowed in 
humidity 

It was a fault which may not 
show for several weeks, so it was 
not spotted by quality control 
inspectors. 

Mr Yu said: ‘We want to set 
the record straight and clear up 
the mess. The damage has been 
done, but we want the public to 
know what is happening. 

“Ever since then everything 
has been back to normal."* 

Mr Yu said Comx now had less 
than two per cent returns. And 
technical director Dr Ken 
Tracton, who designed the 
COMX 35, said that only about 
Aper cent had “true” faults. 

Mr Yu spoke of the difficulty 
COMX had in getting informa- 
tion from Computers for All 
which had left them in the dark 
about the cause of the failures. 

He said: "We are selling very 
well in other parts of the world — 
except the UK.” 

Among the 10 countries where 
the micro was on sale were 

nd, Sweden, Israel, 

Sales would soon start in 
Germany and Italy. 

Production was running at 
6,000-7,000 a month with a 
maximum output of 10,000 a 
month, 

Mr Yu said: ‘Our mission is to 
tell our story. We want people to 
know that we are a responsible 

which will look after 
will replace any faulty 

‘computer without question. They 
can write to me in Hong Kong or 
wait until we have a U.K 
distributor.” 

The COMX 35, named for its 

35K of RAM, will be re-launched 
at £119, including free software. 

It is unusual for two reasons: 
the keyboard has a small joystick 
tothe right and the computer uses 
the 1802A processor. 

Dr Tracton explained 
decision to use it by saying that 
was reliable — being used in 
satellites and the Space Shuttle — 
and used CMOS technology so it 
needed less power and could cope 
with power fluctuations. 

It ran cooler and needed a 
much smaller power supply. 

The COMX 35, with 31K avail- 
able for programs, has a built-in 
editor and programs in Extended 
BASIC are semi-compiled on 
running which, said Dr Tracton, 
makes for faster operation. 

It measures about 11%in by 
6¥4in by 1%in, has $5 moving 
keys, built-in speaker and 
joystick. Display 40 columns by 
24 ines text and 240 by 216 pixels. 
There are 64 upper case ASCII 
characters, 64 user-program- 
mable graphics, eight colours and 
eight octaves of sound in 16 
volume steps, plus special effects. 
ROM occupies 16K. 
Comx has a list of 118 of its 

own software on cassette at 
present, including 74 games, 27 
educational and six business and 
personal, plus FORTH and 
Pascal. 

The company has it own 
40-column thermal. printer. — 
using paper rolls about 4'in 
wide — and an interface for 
RS232 and Centronics devices, 

Due in April is an interface for 
Shugart-standard 5%in floppy 
disc drives, including disc 
operating system, and a drive for 
3%in Hitachi discs is on the 
cards, 

In the early summer Comx is 
planning are-styled version of the 
COMX 35 with a typewriter-style 
keyboard and, to replace the joy- 
stick, four cursor keys. 
Comx, which also designs 

business computers, has about 65 
employees and the COMX 35 is 
produced by a sister company. 
Both are owned by the Wo Kee 

The COMX 35 — re-launch planned for next month 

Hong Group, which has more 
than 3,000 employees and a turn- Micro votes 
over of £60m a year. From front page 

Thismeant that notonly would 
parties know how the opposition 
was doing but party workers 
could be directed to the right 
areas to call on thei 

@ Southend-based solicitors 
Booth White & Co have called a 
meeting of creditors of Moran- 
brook for February 17 at the 
Civic Centre, Southend. A 
spokesman said the company was 
insolvant and had ceased trading 
and that there would be a 
Proposal to liquidate the 
company. 

able for the 48K Oric-1, 48K 
Spectrum and BBC model B 
micros, 

Mr Collins-Tooth sells Polling 
Day through his home-based 
business, CT Software (Woking- 
ham), with his wife Margaret. 

CT Software (Wokingham), 1 
Rook Close, Wokingham, Berks 

Comx World Operations, 15th 
Floor, Wo Kee Hong Building, 
585-609 Castle Peak Road, Kwai 
Chung, N.T., Hong Kong 

ELECTION DAY MENU 
Actual turnout so far xxx (xx%) 
Number of definites xxx Number voted so far xxx 

1= TELLER RETURNS 
2= DEFINITES/POSSIBLES BY ROAD 
3= PRINT KNOCK UP LIST BY ROAD 
4= CALCULATE RESULT BASED ON CANVASS 

RETURNS 
5= PREDICT RESULT ON ACTUAL TURNOUT 

SO FAR 
6= PRINT A FULL REGISTER 
7= DISPLAY CAR CAL 
8= KNOCK UP RETURNS 

How Polling Day looks on the screen 

You could be 
on our pages 
We welcome programs, articles and tips from 

our readers. 
PROGRAMS must always be sent on cassette. 
Listings are helpful, but not necessary. Check 

carefully that they are bug-free. Include 
details of what your program does, how it 
works, variables you have used and hints on 

conversion. 
ARTICLES on using home computers should be 

no longer than 2,000 words. Don't worry about 
your writing ability — just try to keep to the 

style in HCW. Articles most likely to be 
published will help our readers made better 
use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 

possibly with programming examples. we will 
convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 

TIPS are short articles, and brief 
programming routines which we can put 
together with others. Your hints can aid 

other computer users. 

Competitive rates are paid. 

Keep a copy of your submissions and include 
an SAE if you want them returned. Label 
everything clearly and give a daytime and 

home phone number if you can. 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 
No.1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB 
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ONE MAN'S VIEW 

44( cm >> 
Pilot and air traffic controller 
Mike Male has added new 
features to his flight simulator 
program. Now called Nightflite 
II, publishers Hewson Consult- 
ants says it is even more realistic. 
Nightflite II runs on either model 
of the Spectrum and costs £7.95. 

Hewson Consultants, 60A St 
Mary's St, Wallingford, Oxon 
OX10 0EL 

eee 
‘Two detective-type programs on 

one cassette are said by Widgit 
Software to be suitable for 
children from those just starting 
to read to the age of 10. In the 
Humpty-Dumpty Mystery the 
player has to find the culprit by 
‘questioning or observation and in 
the second, Who Killed Cock 
Robin?, logical thinking is 
needed to find out when, where 
and by whom the deed was done. 
‘The tape is for the 48K Spectrum 
and costs £6.25. 

Widgit, 48 Durham Rd, East 
Finchley, London N2 9DT 

eee 
Did you know gweeps were over- 
worked computer fanatics or that 
moby mublage is important 
chatter? These are two of the 
definitions in The Hacker's 
Dictionary, a glossary of com- 
puter jargon’ compiled in 
‘America by Guy L. Steele Jr. 
Price is £3.50 from Harper and 
Row. 

Harper and Row, 28 Tavistock 
‘St, London eee vEN 

Magazine columnist Tony Bridge 
has written a two-part book on 
playing and writing adventure 
games, Atari Adventures looks at 
the history of adventures — from 
text only to computer versions — 
and the second part gives a listing 
for a graphic-text adventure 
called The Eye of the Star 
Warrior, which will run on any 
Atari, Due out in 10 days, the 
‘book costs £5.95 from Sunshine. 

Sunshine, 12/13 Little Newport 
‘St, London WC2R 3LD 

eee 
Scope, a computer graphics 
language for the 48K Spectrum, is 
being launched for the Com- 
modore 64. Designed for 
graphics animation and sound, 
Scope uses 31 plain English words 
and programs are then converted 
into machine code. Publishers 
ISP say several companies are, by 
agreement, using Scope to help 
produce arcade-style and ad- 
venture games. 

ISP Marketing, Crown House, 
38B High St, Godalming, Surrey 
GU7 IDZ 

Some copies of Imagine’s new 
graphics adventure, Alchemist, 
have gold coloured cassettes and 
cases to emphasise the theme of 
the game — turning base metal 
into gold. Written by Ian 
Weatherburn, the task isto finda 
scroll which is in four separate 
pieces. Stonkers is a new arcade 
strategy game featuring military 
strategy written by John Gibson, 
author of Molar Maul and 
Zzoom. Computer and player 
start with equally-balanced 
forces in an area similar to the 
north European coast. Both 
games run on the 48K Spectrum 
and cost £5.50. 

Imagine, 5 Sir Thomas St, 
Liverpool LI 6BW 

eee 
TV's Chris Tarrant, of Tiswas 
and OTT, is to present a new 
documentary on video tape called 
The World's Greatest Computer 
Games. It is to include extracts 
from 20 games with hints on how 
to play them and demonstra 
tions. It is due on sale in’ the 
spring from TVC Video. 

TVC Video, 38 Mount Pleasant, 
London WCIX 0AP 

eee 
‘Skull, a 3D maze adventure, has 
been released for the 48K 
Spectrum by Games Machine. 
Price: £6.95. 

Games Machine, Bessemer Dr, 
Stevenage, Herts SGI 2DX 

eeoe 
Microsoft’s Multiplan, claimed 
to be the world’s best-selling 
spreadsheet program, is now 
available for the Commodore 64 
at £99.95. 

Kobra Micro Marketing, 1-7 
Broomfield Rd, London W13 
9AP 

Two cross compilers for serious 
‘Commodore programmers have 
been brought out by Oxford 
Computer Systems. Portspeed 
compiles source programs on the 
8000 series to run on the 64 and 
X-64iis an integer compiler which 
compiles on the 8000 series giving 
machine code executable on the 
64. OCS says an average program 
will cross compile in about two 
minutes. Price: £125 each. 

Oxford Computer Systems, The 
Signal Box, Hensington Rd, 
Woodstock, Oxford OX7 1JR 

eee 
Oric-Calc, a spreadsheet pro- 
gram at £14.50, is now available 
for the Oric-1 and Atmos 
computers. 

Tansoft, Techno Park, New- 
market Rd, Cambridge 
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All that 
glitters... 

If you set out to buy an LP and the sales assistant hands it 
‘over in a package the size of a car wheel, you might be less 
than happy — particularly if you are travelling by bus. 

Why is it, then, that no-one seems to blink an eyelid at 
the equally generous packaging methods of some software 
companies? 

Recently I purchased a cartridge which was presented in 
a box with a volume some 15 times larger than its contents. 
Why all the extra space? 

To be fair to the company concerned, in this case, an ex- 

planatory manual was also included which accounted for 
‘some of the redundant dimensions. However, the whole 
thing could have been packaged more efficiently. 

Turning my measuring stick to another recent 
purchase, I see that a games cassette arrived in a flashy 
display box which is exactly 10 times too large by volume. 
This turns out to be particularly galling, as no instructions or 

explanations of how to play the game are included. Presum- 
ably the marketing budget ran out after paying for all the 
expensive artwork on the carton. 

And talking about artwork, isn’t it time that software 
producers and magazine editors began to toe the line? Some 
of the pictures on cassette covers or in journals bear little 
resemblance to the contents of the game. Surely this is 
blatant misrepresentation, if not outright fraud? 

‘Now, no-one wishes to stifle creative licence. Using 
semi-clothed models to promote sales is all part of accepted 

commercial practice. Even T-shirts which encourage the 
world and his wife to “Byte Me” amuse as well as promote. 
However, everyone knows that the girl doesn’t come with 
the modem, or that the T-shirt invitation shouldn’t be taken 
too literally. But in the case when barely discernible screen 
characters display no resemblance whatsoever to the clear- 
cut images in the glossy artwork, the public is being conned. 
Cassette covers and articles should always show a picture 
from the actual game. By all means let’s continue with the 
‘creative illustrations, but if, for instance, a photograph of a 
cowboy accompanies a game then a screen dump should also 
be shown (HCW take a bow). 

Perhaps it is no coincidence that more advertisements 
by the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) are appear- 
ing in home computer magazines. Anyone who feels that 
they have been ripped off by a company using over- 
imaginative methods of presentation should write to the 

ASA at Brook House, 2-16 Torrington Place, London 
WCIE 7HN, and complait 

With the introduction of Top 30 charts, the software 
producers move ever closer to the pop-music industry. Let us 
hope that they adopt only the good things such as enterprise, 
innovation and energy, but leave behind the less savoury 
practices like payola and chart rigging which have done so 
‘much to tarnish the image of music producers. 
Mike Hussey 
Birmingham 

© This space is for you to sound off about the micro scene, to present 
bouquets, 10 hurl brickbats, or just to share your opinions or experiences. 
Send your contributions to Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 
No. 1 Golden Square, London WIR 3AB. 



COMPETITION 
‘Three top names in computer 
games wrote Imagine’s chart- 
topper, Arcadia — and now 
we're giving away 182 tapesin 
this week’s competition. 

It was designed by Imagine direc~ 
tors Dave Lawson and Mark Butler 
and coded by head programmer 
Eugene Evans. 

Arcadia is available for the 
Commodore 64, either Spectrum 
and the unexpanded VIC-20, and 
we've got all three versions as prizes. 

Imagine is one of the best-known 
names in home computer software 
and its games live up to its 
reputation 

Here's a taste of what you can 
expect if you're among the winners 
You are in command of the starship 
Arcadia, which means you have the 
‘most sophisticated space technology 
under your control — including the 
‘mind shattering lon Thrust and the 
awesome power of dual Plasma 
Disrupter guns. 

The Atarian empire has been 
growing — engulfing smaller planets 

182 chances 
to wina 

great chart- 
topper from 

Entries close at first post on 

‘you wish, but each entry must be on 
the official coupon and cartoon — 
not a copy —and sealed ina separate 
envelope. 

‘The winners will be the first 182 
correct entries opened at random, 
regardless of computer, 

The prizes will arrive from 
Imagine within 28 days of the 
publication of the issue containing 
the names of the winners. 

Important: please follow care- 
fully the guidelines above. Any 
entries which are not complete 
cannot be considered. 

The rules 
‘The first 182 correct entries opened after 
the closing date, first post on February 24, 1986, will win the prizes. They will be 
selected at random, regardless of com- 
Puter owned. Entries which do not follow the 
suid 
can 

Entries will not be accepted from 
employees of Argus Specialist Publica 
ions, Imagine Software and. Alabaster 
assmore & Sons. This restriction also 

applies 10 employees’ families and agents 
‘f the companies. The editor's decision is — and is now poised to enslave the February 24. final. and no correspondence will be entire galaxy. You may enter as many times as | entered into ‘Only you and your starship can | the first 182correct entries opened at | --——————— <------- 5 

repelthe Atarian hordes. Wave after | fandom and regardless of which | 
wave, they atack the Arcadia, each | computer is marked on the coupon. Imagine competition | 

Entry Coupon 
wave lasting a set period. 

If you manage to destroy the How to enter 
‘entire fleet within the time limit | Examine the two cartoons carefully 
‘another will attack. If an alien race | — there are several differences 
fails to destroy the Arcadia during | between them, 
this time a different race will resume | _ Circle the differences on cartoon 

| 
| 
| 
| 

the attack. B and then fill in your name, | 
Each new onslaught is by more | address, the number of differences 

sophisticated and deadly craft than | you found and the computer you || 
the last. Can you save civilisation? | own — Commodore 64, Spectrum | | 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

Can you spot all the differences | or VIC-20. 
pecan ap two cartoons? tt Seal the coupon and carve. ia Post code, Like all competitions in Home | an envelope and writeclearly on the |I Nj 
Computing Weekly, entry is easy | back of the envelope the number of || Number of differences found 
‘and free — just follow carefully the | differences you found, Computer 
guidance in the How to Enter | Post your entry tollmagine Gom-|) comple deay and fly — (you wea prarviner inn olla a aA sit petition, Home Computing Weekly, || Sextet‘ andy — sou ar przewnntewil  ae ow Closing date is first poston | No. Golden Square, London WIR |] 84 Cision Snip. Feary S184 Do wf oa Suey Ne 
February 24 and the winners will be | 3AB, 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Goodness 
Gracious 

CBM 64 £6.95 
Beyond, Farndon Rd, Market 
Harborough, Leics LEI6 9NR 

‘A very tame game, reminding me 
of Duck Shoot. The plot has been 
dressed up a bit, though. You are 
a dinosaur guarding 8 gem from 
creatures which appear the other 

of the screen. To kill them 
you spit fireballs by pressing the 
space bat 

‘The time held down determines 
the length of the shot when 
released. You have three chances 
to hit the creature before it 
snatches the gem. If you hit the 
creature another appears. 

‘The inlay says there are six 
sereens of creatures, but I lost 
interest after killing three or four. 

T did not like the way the 

Gold Rush 
Spectrum 

£6.95 

Lane, London WC2H 

to mine gold. 
goldmining is a little unusual 
the planet Oron, where you hi 

roof! 
There is a large supply 

must avoid the demons of ti 

Power, 8/8a Regent 

ErogreCyapel Allerton, Leeds 
LS74PE 

The player who 
choose frottas ship the most 

of times in 100 seconde 
i shoose the effectiv' 

wins. Yethe bullets, thus giving 
mn of long or close range 
"The option of aborder

 or 

wrap-around is also available;
 

Keon is smooth and sound 

effects (reminiscent 
o! 

Thorn EMI, Upper St, Martin's 

Your mission in this novel game is 
However, 

unaccountably arrived, because 
Oronian mines are bottomless 
caverns with gold falling from the 

girders which you can placeon the 
laying grid to deflect the gold 
into one of your two pots. You 

mine, who move the girders 
around, and the falling gold. 1 
found it safest to place the girders 
‘at the base of the grid, but since 
‘you get points for every girder hit 

soft’ 
cosmic 

A Control keys could have been 

combat 
bpetier chosen, and a io¥sth 
option would be useful. 

32K BBC £6.95 
eit ttation as 

fireball went up on a gentle arc 
but on reaching its zenith fell 
vertically. In this respect 
‘worse than Duck Shoot. With 
practice and counting in time to 
the background noise with the 
space bar held down scoring 
became routine. 

Graphics were not outstanding 
and animation slowed whenever 
the space bar was down. Itis by no 
means a classic and will rank near 
the botton of my list. 

Lc. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
Value for money 

30% 
40% 
50% 
40% 

bby the gold you score more points 
if you spread girders around the 
grid, 

The difficulty ins 
balance between secui 
scoring adds greatly to the game's 
interest. 

The graphics are smooth, but 
surprisingly no sound is used. 
Even the easiest of the five skill 
levels is difficult, particul in y 

© because the keyboard control is so 
awkward — all the control keys 
‘are on one line. 

This game is recommended, if 
you are able to take advantage of 
the Kempston or Sinclair joystick 
option. 

of 

S.E. 

100% 
60% 
15% 
80% 

he 

value for money 
kkk 

ships and an op! 
jinst the computer. 

_ DA. 

80% 
instructions 50% 

805 
70% 

Another trip 
to the 
arcade 

These games challenge you to 
mine gold, repair robots, hurl 

fireballs, rescue sunken 
treasure and bounce around. 
Our reviewers tell how they 

performed 

farwick, 40 Kin 
borough Yous es Newby, 

You h, the: sO ECOVEr treasure in the Teast Having 
may, homens ged, {0 wi 

Oxygen. When th lave limi Note: Wary. " en : Warwi eu 
lice eth sto 20k MOU appear h.this bug do, versions, roductic 

Bounce: a to avoid arrows, continually ing across the screen, 
T ores Should an arrow pers you le 

uncer he gradually” disinte- 
whereupon You. start 

Joysticks £7.95 ;; 
“The movement of the Bouncer 

relies heavily on diagonal 
positioning of the joysticks. With 
the TI models not only is this 
difficult, to say the least, but they. 
‘are additionally disadvantaged by 
being slow to respond. These 
shortcomings are admitted at the 
end of the supplier's instructions, 

Extended Software, from 
Timeless, 3 Bridgend, Fauld- 
house, West Lothian EH47 9HF 

Ifyou're the owner of TI joysticks 
then you might as well forget 
about Bouncer — it promises to 
bbe both a waste of your time and 
money. 

The object of the game is to 
move your Bouncer, which 
resembles a rubber ball with legs, 
around a series of trampolines, 
‘each bounce gaining points. The 

American by the way, which also 
state that third party hardware 
tested ‘by them performed si 
fact IW. 

configuration of the trampolines instructions 90% 
varies with each screen 25% 
completed. graphics 70% 

‘Success depends on precise value for money 40% 
timing of the Bouncer’s jumps so 
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BEHIND THIS SCREEN THERE'S A WHOLE 

Pe, ae eae — 

WAITING TO GET 

* WHEELIE (48K Spectrum) + THE TRAIN GAME(16/48K Spectrum) OMNICALC (48K Spectrum) that starts where 

Socker buses to leap and where even the hedgehogs are out to get you! irate passengers; collisions Yoursnlyhope of escapeistafindthe Seraliments: and everything else you manual eos usive gho expect froma major allway! just€5.98 siFeecee eicgranis Gharee the stants 
paar an excellent game which is of OMNIGALE thon we might 100% machin . original, well thought-out and full of Spectrums in offices” and joystick options, demonstration: Setlon" (S- User Nev 63) (Home Computing Weekly 3/6/83) 

EELIE one ot TRE oo “Fun, fun, tun to play .. EVOLUTION (48K Spectrum) ‘only 66. (Home Computing Weekly 27/9/83) Meet Tyrannosaurus Rex, Podopterys 
(CBM 64 and BBC owners — WHEELIE and THE TRAIN GAME will soon be ready Ling creatures on thejourney trom the for your micros. ‘Of evolution compressed Into Raifan nour £6.95 

tems marked * are avaiable trom selected branches ot zag) 
Available at good computer shops everywhere, or by mail order from MICROSPHERE, 72, Rosebery Road, London N10 2LA (Tel: 01-883 9411) 

Brontosaurus and many more. | 



Apprince/princess has given youa 
task to perform to win his/her 
hand in marriage. 

Asitis St Valentines’ Day, you 
must cross the pits of hell and risk 
being struck by Cupids’ arrows 
(he’s shortsighted and is firing 
oversized arrows) to catch one of 
the lonely hearts before they 
break. 

7 ae ee 
rogram uses: ites and 

sound to good effect, and gives 
‘the game extra interest. Without 
its colour, sound, speed and fine 
resolution’ movement, it simply 
becomes a catch the blocks game 
that a beginner could program on 
a 2X81. Thus itis best to use the 
game concept adapted to your 
own machine, with fine move- 
‘ment, interesting figures and 

‘bonus, 
)u want {0 use my graphics 

‘Ariisset out forsprites with 
three bytes per line, and one bit 
giving a visible pixel. 

You must then brave the pits of 
hell again to return and kiss the 
prince/princess. You are then 
married, and have to repeat the 
process all over again (let's face it, 
this is a weird kingdom!) until 
you lose all your lives. 

‘To move your player, use keys 
Kand L, If you want to cross one 
of the pits, press J, and it will 
automatically jump up a certain 
distance in the direction you last 
moved, 

‘A good tip for this screen is to 
move as fast as you can, as more 
holes appear with time, pausing 
only when facing several closely 
spaced pits. 

Screen two contains hearts and 
arrows falling at different speeds. 
To catch a heart — or an arrow if 
you are feeling suicidal — simply 
stand at the position where you 
think it is going to land. 

180 
190 
200 
216 
296 
308 
305 
316 

FORJ=NTOE3 

NEXTN 
Ust 

IFU= 

500 
600 

POKE1S744+N+N#64, A= NEXTN 

POKELS744+J+Mk64, O:NEXTI 

253248 POKEV+32, 6: POKEV+33, 8:L=3 
THENU=5 ‘GOTOS430 

POKEV+21, 253: POKEV+16, @: POKE254.0 

P=64+66#256 ' O=67#256 

Will you risk 
the arrows 
and pits of 

hell for love? 

You face twin dangers and a 
test of your reactions to win 
the hand of your loved one. 
Type in David Rees’ Lonely 
Hearts program for the 
Commodore 64 and see if 
you're ready for a royal 

wedding 

REN ARERR REE 
REM#LONELY HEARTS# 
RENH BY * 
REM# DAVID REES # 
REN * 
REM® 1984 * 

7_ REN AHAR ARERR 
10 K=16384 : Fs: 
15 DIMAZ(19),B%¢c19),D%¢19) 
26 POKES2, 48 :POKES6, 48 
Be-FORHRBTEtS-RERDAZ CHI BIH TBH ERE 
40 IFPEEK(K)=165THEN290 

INU ROMR 

70 READA: IFA=-1THENSS 
8G POKEK+N+M#64, A: NEXT 
85_NEXTM 
150 FORM=6T09 
168 FORN=GTO63 
176 READA: IFA=-1THEN190 

POKES63,6 
FORN=6T015:POKEV+N 
GoTOsaa 

GoToseg 
REM#SCREENI* 
REM#CCLRICBLUE: 

R=17824 

IFPEEK (863)=OTHEN753 
X=PEEKCV+16 ANDI: IFX=1 THENRETURN 

8 NEXT 

X=PEEK CV+162AND1 : IFX=OTHENSOOG 

How it works 
10-30 set variables 
40if DATA already POKEd 

GOTO game ‘gam 
50-220 POKE code and sprites 

700-770 if player reaches screen 

PRINT screen one and 
‘set registers, 

900-960 PRINT screen two and 
‘set registers, 

970-995 music DATA 
1000-1720 code DATA 
1900-2170 sprite DATA 
3000-3100 returned a heart 
3200-3380 lost a life 
3400-3460 end of the game 

If you are in the correct 
position when it arrives, a heart 
will appear above your head. 
Then make your way back to the 
royal figure in screen one, to gain 
a point and a tune! 

‘As always, be careful with the 
machine code when typing it i 
and save a copy before RUNning 
the program, justin case there is a 
mistake. The code may seem 
ong, but the result is fast and 
worthwhile. 

Don't be discouraged by the 
pits. They are hard to cross, and 
even with practice, you can lose a 
life, but there is ‘satisfaction in 
overcoming this challenge. 

Finally, happy Valentines Day! 
Note: as usual, the control 

characters are explained in lines 
above. These REM lines should 
not be typed in. 

Main variables 
Y start of video chip registers 
S start of sound registers 
FS 10 spaces for screen one 

320 FORN=4TO14STEP2  POKEV+N. 249: NEXT PRINT" ZESCORE= ps LLIVES" 3 338 H=: GosUBEeR - 803 REM#CCRSR LEFTI#S 
340 POKEV+39,0:POKEV+40,2 804 IFL=1THENPRINT" MMMM IFE "; 
359 FORN=OT02: POKEV+41+N, 2:POKEV+44+N, 1 /NEXT 867 REM*CCRSR DWNI#3 
368 POKE2G41, 247 :POKE2043, 246 : POKE2044, 246 08 PRINT” Mi” 2 
370 POKE2045, 255 : POKE2046, 255: POKE2047 255 809 REM#CRED].CRVS ON]. CRVS OFF].CRVS ONJ. 
3B POKEY, 32:POKEV+2, 32 810 PRINTTABCI6) "Mal Mato 
390 POKEV+16, PEEK (V+16)AND252 819 REM#CRVS ON). .CRVS ONJ 
400 POKE2Q40, 252 :POKESSS, 4: POKES59, 6 820 PRINTTAB(I6) "a am 
410 POKEG60, 0: POKES61 , 32: POKES62,0 329 REMACRVS ONJ 
428 $=54272:POKES+14 255: POKES+15, 255 390 PRINITABUG) "a" 
430 POKES+18, 129 :POKE781,6 839 REMPCRVS ONJ..CRVS ONJ. 
440 POKES+24,15 840 PRINTTABC17) "te =" 

REM#CRVS ON]. CRVS ONJ. CDWNI#I4 
SYSP i ONPEEK (781 )GOSUB700 
SYSQ: IFPEEK (786) COBTHENS200 
SYSR: IFPEEK (786) OBTHENS200 
GoTo6aa 

PRINTTABC 18) " da S&P MMMeDMteDeDedeteDeDe 
REM#CBLACKICRVS ONJ 
PRINT" Ma" FS5FSiFSiF$iFSiFSIFS; 
REM#. . CHOME] 

618 
626 
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857 PRINT" = 
868 POKEV+16, (PEEK(V+16)0R32AND251 
878 POKEV, 72:POKEV+2, 72:POKEV+1,222 
@75 FORN=67015 : POKEV+H, NEAT 
886 POKEV+3,214:POKE863,0 
885 POKES61,76:POKES62, 1 
896 POKE2@23, 160: POKES6295,8 
895 POKE2042,251 :POKEV+4,22:POKEV4S , 222 
898 RETURN 
899 REMASCREEN 24 
300 POKE2042, 246: POKES63, 1 
916 FORN=4T014STEP2: POKEV+N, 249:NEXT 
319 REM#CCLRICBLUE). 
920 PRINT" " 
930 POKEV+16,PEEK(V+16)AND252 
940 POKEW+1,238: POKEV+3,232 
956 POKEV, 28:POKEV+2, 28. 
968 POKE861,24:POKES62,0:RETURN 
378 DATA4, 188,90,4,180,60,4,186,30,4,180 
925 DATASG,5,152,68,5,71,30,5,71,45,4 
980 DATA180, 45,4, 180,60,4, 180,30,4, 190,90 985 DATAS, 104,60, 12,143, 40,12, 143,20 
990 DATA12, 143,60, 20,9, 104,60, 14.24.30 
995 DATAL1,48,30,12, 143,30 
1000 DATA16S, 197, 201,64, 208, 16,165, 
1816 DATA141, 96,3, 169,1,131,92,3,169,3 
1024 DATA141,91,3,96,201,34, 208,35 1030 DATA238, 96,3, 173,96,3,201,7,208,14 
1040 DATA169. ,141,92,3,141,91,3 
1045 DATA169,6, 141,96,3,96 
1050 DATA169,2, 141,91,3,169,1,141,92,3 1966 DATAS6, 162, ,142,96,3,201,37,208,19 
1076 DATA169, .141,96,3,173,91,3,41,1 
1088 DATA141,91,3,169,,141,92,3,96 
10696 DATA201,42,240,1,96,169,4,24 
1186 DATA144,229,-1,-1 
111G DATA162, . 173,92, 3,246,26,173,91,3 1126 DATA2@1,3,268,6, 169,251,141, 248.7 
1136 DATA96, 169, 250,24, 109,90,3,24 
1148 DATAI41,248,7,24 
115 DATA144,23, 173, 91,3,24, 105, 1,24 1166 DATA41,1,141,91,3,24, 105,248,24 1174 DATAIQ9, 90, 3,24, 141,248, 7,162, 1188 DATA173,98.3,240,50, 173,93,3,24 
1198 DATA195, 4, 144, 15,24, 141,93,3 1206 DATA173,34,3,73,1,141,94,3,24 
1216 DATA144,72, 141,93,3,173,94,3 
1226 DATA240,64, 173, 93,3,56, 233,78 
1230 DATA144,57,24, 169,76, 141,93,3 1248 DATA162, 1,24, 144,43, 173,93, 3,56 
1258 DATAZ33, 4, 176,14, 141,93,3,173,94,3 1268 DATA?3, 1,141,94,3,24, 144,23 1276 DATA141,93,3, 173, 94,3, 208,15 
1280 DATA173,93, 3,56, 233,24, 176.7 1298 DATA169, 24, 141,93,3, 162, 1.24 
1306 DATA173,93, 3,141, ,208,141,2,208 
131@ DATA173, 16,208,41,252,24 
1320 DATA109,94,3,24, 109,94,3,24 
1338 DATA109, 94,3,24,141,16,208,96 
1340 DATA-1,-1,-1,-1 
1358 DATA173,95, 3,208, 1,96,169,4 
196G DATA133, 251, 169, 1, 133,252, 160,4 
1376 DATA185,1, 208,24, 101,252, 24 
1380 DATA153, 1,268,56,233, 250, 144,44 
1390 DATA24, 169, , 153, 1,268, 173,27,212 
1408 DATA24, 105,78, 144, 15,.24,153,,208 
1418 DATAI73, 16,208,5, 251,141, 16,208 
1420 DATA24, 144, 15, 153, ,208, 173, 16,208 1438 DATAS,251,56,229,251,24,141,16,208 
1446 DATA2Z30, 252, 24,6,251,24,206,200 
1450 DATA192, 16,208, 185,96,-1,-1 
1460 DATA1?3,95. 3,240, 1,96,173,27,212 
1476 DATA41,31,24, 105, 158,24, 133,251 
1488 DATA169, 7, 133,252, 169,32, 160, , 145,251 
1496 DATA160, 40, 145,251, 173,27,212,41,31 
1560 DATA24, 105, 158.24, 133,251, 169.160 
1518 DATAI4S, 251,160. . 145,251,200 
1515 DATAI45, 251, 160,41, 145,251,96,-1 
1526 DATAS2Z, .64.32,128,64,224,,246,3 

DATA169. 255, 96,32, 128,65,230, 254 
DATA165,254,41,31,208,3,32, 66 
DATA169, , 96-1 
DATA1 73,95, 3,208, 1,96, 168,4, 169.4 
DATA133,251, 185, 1,208,41,248 
DATA2@1, 240,208, 47,173, 16,208 
DATAS?, 251,240, 2, 169, 1,205,94,3 
DATAZGS, 33, 185, ,208,41,248, 133,252 
DATA173, 93,3, 41,248, 197,252,208, 17 
DATA152,56, 233, 10,144,3, 169,1,96 
DATA173,21,208,9,2,141,21,208 
DATA24, 6,251, 208,206, 192,16 
DATAZ@B, 191,169, ,96,-1)-1 
DATA173,95, 3,240, 3, 169, ,96 
DATA173,93,3,24,74,24,174,94,3 
DATA224, 248, 3,24,105, 128,56 
DATAZS3, 12,24, 74,24,74,24,1G5, 152 
DATA24, 133, 251, 169, 7,133,252 
DATAL69, 177,251,261, 160,208,3 
DATA169, .96,173,91,3,201,2,240,246 
DATA169, 1,96, -1 
DATA4S, 128, 123,192, 255,224, 
DATA255, 224, 127, 192, 127,192, 
DATAGS, 128, 13145514, ..4)-1 
DATAZG, » 62+, +62, )+28)),8,-1 
DATAL2, » 112) 5445441214438, 
DATA1O1,,, 12,128, ,26,,,18,,,33,, 
DATAS2, 128, ,97,-1 
DATAL2, 4 912.4144) +121 512,130, 
DATAGS, » 12), +12 +418, +418,,,55,-1 
DATAI2, » +12) +4), 63, +204, 192, 
DATAI2, » +179,» 64,128), 1,1 
DATAZS, » 28)» 58,5 »28,,,62,+62,5 
DATAS3, » 85.) +20,» +26), ,28),/54,-1 
DATAI2, »12,,,8),+12, 1,30), 
DATA4S, 128, ,76, +10), /18,5,33), 
DATA6S, »,33,128,-1 
DATAIZ, 012,418) 4412)5 +12) 4+38,, 
DATA4S, » 12,112,418) 418),,27)-1 
DATAI2, »,12,,,8,,,63,,,204, 192, 
DATAI2, » 51,64, ,64, 128, ,32)-1 
DATA6S, ».40,,+84,,,56,,+16)5+16), 
DATAI6, » 416, 441245556.) +16,-1 
M=sPEEK(V+21 )AND2‘ IFX=OTHENRETURN 
REM#CBLUE 1 CHOME. . 
HeH+1 : PRINT "SRSCORE="H"HEART" 5 
IFHC>1THENPRINT"S"; « 
PRINT" * 
FORN=11T019 
POKES+4, @: POKES, BY(N) :POKES+1.AZ(N 
POKES+5, 11: POKES+4, 33 
FORT=OTODZ(N)#S ‘NEXT 
NEXTN 
POKEV+21, PEEK(V+21 )AND253 
RETURN 

"DAD Lt 
FORN=@T018 
POKES+4, @: POKES, BZ(N) :POKES+1, AZ¢N) 
POKES+5, 11 :POKES+4, 33 
FORT=GTODZ(N) #8 NEXT 
NEXTN 
IFPEEK(863)=1 THEN3340 
FORN=222TO2SSSTEPG. S 
POKEV+1,N: NEXT 
LsL~1 : IFL=-1THENS400 
GOSUBGQ0: POKEV+21 , PEEK(¥+21 )AND253 
POKEW+16, PEEK (V+ 16)AND254 
POKE861,32:POKES62,6 
POKEY, 32:GOTOS@G 
REM#CCLRI....CREDI.. 
PRINT"D YOUR SCORE WAS' 
IFHOA1THENPRINT"S"3 
REM#CCRSR DWNI#2CBLUEI 
PRINT: POKEY+21.0 
PRINT"MMEDO YOU WANT ANOTHER GO<Y/N?" 
GETA$: IFAS="N"THENEND 
IFRS<>"¥" THEN3440, 
GoTOsa8 
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«  METAGALACTIC LLAMAS BATTLE AT 
Lo ee (Aug . and colours wi good Sonics and a urque game acbon 
and design. ths proses t0 be the most exctng new 35K @ smce te miroducton of GRIORUNNER Neary 2 

£550 

> LASER ZONE : Exponence Laser Zone — an utery NEW totaly ORGINAL mastonece ol Vso gies cong + {eam canta wo spaceships St once Fee the EXFWAPIATION ater bg hos of Passes you Cone bu Me SORTER ay = Kineton a6' smoon covperaive tert Fest the raw POWER as you ung" be cee burton and BLAST your enetoen rio exerting clouds of SPACE JUINK® Feel the humaton os S\carsonsy sod BLAST Samo tse ace oF Your ant eng ao - Avatabie for Commodore 63 £7.50 MATRIX ond ic a0 £6 JY). “aiNrer ras sen Gocaree - 0 game tt . . poes bestober cho USA and UN and ory ie etid et eves soqul : Srapeay sapse't tedtes magi screens raw : we . Ste ore atc waves tystey Sones, sie «fasapuas Prarie eoletr fon spend P, tracing’ condoms pare pase and much MX 2 
= : : Frached io 20 mnd-zapong zones and ° 4 . © Boas manatee . . - »  Keteom tons ; ers a Mates tr Conse 64 £7.50 ‘rd vc 208 

HOVER BOVVER ° ee a eierine lor C6s leahung oustanding gacics and a Se caer srcoy & pckeruaral Pra Waard Gorton Gera Nas rowed hs rapper PO . you wey ovougn se Rony aline tetanns as ou an bore - Bono nepbor 
me Jon oy oreo 

. ATTACK of the MUTANT CAMELS. P htop spot ana Gon Planot earth needs you! Hoste abn: sand genetic annoy tue gardener Ty H) engineering 10 mutate camels tom normaly harmiess beasts so ota plough BvoUgh the 80 oot nigh. neutronum shvekded laser spring death camels eal tower beds oF an you fy your by, ‘Overheat your mower! * 
4 » £7.50 

Play ths game and you" never be able 10 * @ Phe Sas, 1 wathout geting an ichy ingger fnger! Awesome. . 
Commodore 64 £7.50, , : ABDUCTOR dtm A classic neéw space game! ZAP x the swing abn hordes before ° 

* they ram you = and abet your ; hhumanods! Survive te assault for - ‘© ong enough and you get an 
f ‘xa stage on your spacestyp with 

Soule firepower! Awesome 
Unexpanded VIC Acton £5.00 

. et 

o 

ten: 

All orders add 
50p postage and packing 



-OF THE MUTANT CAMELS 
At last the long awaited sequel to Attack of the Mutant Camels is available. You 

m are controlling a ninety foot high, neutronium shielded, lazer spitting death camel; 
4 leading a rebellion against your evil Zzyaxian overlords. The game features 

™ beautiful smooth scrolling graphics and no less than 42 different attack waves, 
more than any game in video history. The challenge of play will last for months 
as you battle to see what's on the next wave. 

Sion £7.50 

49 MOUNT PLEASANT, 
TADLEY, HANTS. RG26 6B 

TELEPHONE: TADLEY (07356) 4478 

LLAMA SOFT GAMES NOW IN BOOTS, 
LASKYS AND MANY OTHER RETAILERS. 



“SOFTWARE 

CAN YOU HANDLE THE ULTIMATE? FEATURE PACKED, 100% MACHINE CODE. 

THE MOST AMAZING PROGRAMMES, THE SMOOTHES AND PURE ADDICTION. 

ACTION, THE HIGHEST RESOLUTION GRAPHICS? SO WHICH WILL BLOW FIRST - YOUR COMPUTER OR 

ALL ULTIMATE GAMES ARE ARCADE STANDARD, YOUR MIND? 

ONLY EISSOEACH fests 

G32 Ya 
Pssst 16/48K Spectrum 

oO = 
Lunar Jetman 48K 2x Spectrum 

Uliimate Play The Game is « trade name of As 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

synther 7 
Dragon 32 

£10.95 
Dragon Data, Margan, Port 
Talbot, West Glamorgan SAI3 

AAs this is written for a computer 
with precious little for a budding 
musician — only one sound 
channel and no real envelope, 
control — I had very few 
expectations. But this tape is 
amazing 

"The aim appears to be to turn 
the Dragon into an organ-type 
synthesiser of quite remarkable 
Tange. I refer to it as organ-like 
because the various controls of 
type of note are called stops and 
measured in feet giving a wide 
range of sound. There are also 
several voices, 

Make more 
use of 

your micro 

A clutch of new pro: 
pitaKe your SepaLentigte 

ir experts examined them. . 4 

You also have 
attack and decay of the note 
besides the target volumes. The 
whole range of possible controls 
is very well laid out on screen and 
generally easy to use. 

‘The only quibble I haveisthat it 
is extremely easy to enter an 
‘endless note which you have to 
press the panic key to clear away. 
T suppose 1 asked for it, but 
Jeast the program could cope once 
I found the panic button. 

‘All told a very capable program 
which shows how good 
programming can overcome even 
Severe hardware restrictions. 

Dc. 

instructions 70% 
ease of use 80% 
display 80% 

je for money 90% 

Sinclair, 
‘Camberley. 

provides 
per line, wit 

Sinclair, 
‘Camberley, 

Have you ev 
intelligent your 

Stanhope Rd, 
surrey GUIS 3BR_ 

rer wondered how 
really are? If you 
24, t 

jotient. 
ff the factors 

soning. 
It is designed to last 90 minu

tes. 
If your result is above a certain 

level you are deemed 
apply for Mensa memb 
Clive belongs!)- 
presumably as a sop to your 

Praty, if your score is lower the 

YSokdet says you shouldn't take 

the results too seriously! This test 

Wall not prove conclusively that 

You are a genius. .. or otherwise: 
"You should have no problems 

‘with loading and I found no
 bugs. 

No... I'm not going to tell you 
what Iscored. 

against your of 
BB. 

‘always say they 8 
from yout 

instructions 100% 

omyOrest is in six parts:  caseofuse 100% 

synonyms, pick he odd one out, display 1009 

Opposites, analogy: replies value for money 850% 

ghesing words and inferences 

there wer 
actual 10% 

problem once 

Stanhope 
‘surrey GUIS 3BR 

eno problems 
yading of this 

or double height. Apart from he 

Quip mentioned above, and the 

bug that the booklet’s stateme
nt 

ASL CHRS 8 to move a characte 

left, and CHRS 910, Ne a 

Sharacter right are excepth 

{rom the ‘manual, | co
uld find NO 

other bugs: 
Me wever, inis does Nov 

‘entianee the fact that is not VET 

cnetal. utility as suc. Of 

usmiainly not worth the Prie 

erated, Ihave seen very simtae 

chatfnes printed in computer 

magazine. 
. 

BB. 

instructions 
ease of Use bse) 
display one 
Value for money ity) 
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ANIROG SOFTWARE 
COMPUTER GAMES 
OF TOMORROW 

HEXPERT 

» ( a 

ae \ 0 

MOON BUGGY 

et amar Fs see SECT Ca Soe 
GALaxy 
AVOID ™ CAPTURI 

SKRAMBLE 

HEXPERT INDIAN staan £5.95 
MOON BUGGY IS. “7. 98 COSMIC COMMA DO £5,95 

MANGE OO ROMEO |) 6 MENGEANGE OF ZENO:£5:95 
: FROG RUN K'B./J.S. £5. 5 

OPULAR ARCADE GAME FIN FOR THE WHOLE FAMIfy 
3D TIME TREK 

24 HR. CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083 
| K.B./J.S. 5.95\ PAYMENT BY CHEQUE, P.O., ACCESS/VISA 

8 HIGH STREET HORLEY, SURREY. | 
Overseas 50p post & packaging / 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

29,West Hill, Dartford, Kent. (0322)92513/8 - 



BBC/ELECTRON PROGRAM 
This game features Cupid’s 
younger and, of course, less 
intelligent brother, Stupid. 

After watching the way his 
brother can, using a single arrow, 
join the hearts of star-crossed 
lovers, he decides to have a go 
himself. 

He has rather missed the point, 
however, and delights in simply 
shooting the hearts that Juliet 
throws, as they fall to be caught 
by her lover below the balcony. 

Your aim is to steer Romeo to 
catch the hearts and so build up 
his lover's name on the ground 
below him. To do this you use the 
Zand X keys and for every heart 
you catch an extra letter is added 
to the name. 

‘How it works 
Line numbers are followed by 
names of PROCedures and tt 
urpOse. 

To0c440 INIT setup variables, 
‘characters etc 

450-510 MOVEMAN move 
catcher 

‘520-880 KEYS checks for key 
pressed and acts accordingly: 

560-640 MOVEHEART drops 
heart a line at a time 

(650-690 RESET sets heart to start 
from in 

700:720 CHECKHEART checks 
to see if caught 

730-840 CATCHHEART adds to ane 
850-900 BREAKHEART prints 

broken heart 
910-980 FAIL failure message 

eats aa 
1180-1250 GETNAME takes 

‘name of lover and checks it for 
length 

1260-1340 ARROWS prints 
‘arrows across screen 

1350-1660 BACKGROUND sets 
up screen. 

1700-1778 TUNE plays wedding 
marc! 

1790-2040 INSTRUCTIONS first 
‘screen 

2050-2120 EXPLODE explode 
heart if hit by arrow 

2130-2210 PEOPLE sets up user 
defined characters and title 
message 

2220-2280 READ(Z%) part of 
above routine 

2350-2390 TITLE(Z%) prints 
title on each screen, 

Hearts will 
name your 
loved one, if 

you foil 
Stupid Cupid 

Cupid's younger brother, 
Stupid, has got it all wrong. 

to break hearts instead 
of joining them. Type this game 
into your 32K BBC or Electron 
micro and have some innocent 
fun, thanks to authors Dave 

Carlos and Jon Revis 

He's out 

You can type your own 
beloved’s name into the program. 
If you lover is called DI then you 
have an casier task than one 
called ESMERELDA. This pro- 
vides a method of increasing 
difficulty, too. 

Then you must decide how 
earnest your love has become. If 
it is very earnest then you will 
work harder to catch the hearts, 
so less are thrown before failure 
strikes. 

suggest you should not be too 
earnest to begin with. 

For those ladies who would 
like to try catching the hearts of 

their gallant gents itis very easy to 
change the program so that the 
men throw the hearts. 

The modifications involve re- 
placing four lines in the program 
with the following amended 
versions given 

The program has been tested 
onthe BBC model Band Electron 
micros. On the Electron the 
progress is rather slow but the 
game is actually no easier. 

If you BBC has discs then you 
should set PAGE = &1200 before 
loading. 

The program has no REMarks 
in order to save memory and to 

STUPID CUPID 
By Jon Revis % 

Dave Carlos 

Weekly 
January 1984 

PROCINIT 

S8S8sSBsoveusun~ ) 
11@ PROCMOVEHEART 
128 UNTILCOZ>LEZ#LEN (NAMES) 
138 PROCFAIL 
148 GOTOIO 
150 END 
180 DEFPROCINIT 
178 VDU24;@;@; 1279; 1823;5 

19@ ENVELOPE! ,4,92,-15,-15, 
440, 198,124, 

HOME COMPUTING Wi 

REM teeeeeeeseeeeneeneones 

For Home Computing 

Preerieerrrerinngy 

180 Léi=2842 X%=236: OXH=X%: YE=516: HVL=775: CHA=O: HXZRN| 
1D (29) #S26L Mis CO%=@: AVZ=456: AXZ=220: DAXZ=AX% 

a9 screen Y co-ordinat 
DEVILS Cupid character 

Wij i Cupid ie out Cupid 

Real: 
'N loop counter, 

make things as fast as pos: 
the PROCedure names are sup- 
posed to be self explanatory and 
should help you to see what is 
happening, 

The use of strings to change 
both graphics colours and to 
move around the screen is a little 
unusual. 

They were used to make it easy 
to print the multi-coloured 
people, some of whom need 
seven actual characters to be 
printed. This technique can savea 
lot of memory if used wisely, 

You will also search in vain for 
the program title, It is held as 
ASCII codes and read into the 
MES 

Greatest care needs to be taken 
over typing the DATA lines — a 
single mistake here can be very 
hard to find and can have highly 
unpredictable results. 

28,20, 126, 126,126, 
124,56,56,16 
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VDU23,225,0,34,99,115,103,50,38,28 
VDU2S ,226,8,0,4,2,63,2,4,0 
ybU23,227,144,20,198,22,44,106,6,192 
YDU23,228;0,32,32,33,192,8,194,0 
VDUZS,229,0,0,48,60,60,24,0,2 
YDU2S,250,2,0,0,0,0,0,0,28 
vpu2s,25! 10,8,0,24,28 
VbU23,232,28,24,24,24,28,62,62, 
\VoU2S, 233,54, 120,80, 64,192,0,0,; 
\VDU2S,234,0,24,28,28,56,24,0,8 
YpU23,235,14,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
WDU2S,256,0,0,0,0,0,0,24,24 
ypUu23,237,16,24,24,0,0,) 
VDUZS, 238,56 ,52,48,52,0,0, 
YoU23,239,1,1,0,24,24,24,24,28 
\WDU23,240,212,234,28,42,28,8,0,8 
VDU2S,242,0,0,56,52,60,48,48,48 
YDU2S,243,62,48,48,48, 48, 16,24,24 

12,8, 
YDU23,245, 128,128,126, 192,0,0,0,0 
VDU2S,246,8,0,0,0,0,2,1,5 
YDU2S ,247,1,5,1,2,0,0,0,0 
ybU23, 255,255, 255,255, 255,255,255,255,255 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROCHOVEMAN 
MOVEOX% VX 
PRINTWIPES 
MOVER 5% 
PRINTHIMS 
Oxx=x% 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROCKEYS: 
IF INKEY~9GANDX%2LMZX%=X2.~32s PROCHOVEMAN 
IF INKEY~67ANDX%¢ 1 184X%=X%¢32: PROCMOVEMAN, 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROCHOVEHEART 
MOVEHKY HY 
YDUL8,0,4,255 
Hy nat % 
IFHY%<34@PROCCHECKHEART 
SOUND! .=15,HY%/4,1 
MOVEHKE HYZ 
VDU18,@,1,224 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROCRESET 
HYK=775 
HXx%=eRND (29) «324% 
cox=Coxt1 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROCCHECKHEART 
TFOX7.8HX%-8QPROCCATCHHEARTEL SEPROCBREAKHEART 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROCCATCHHEART 
#FX15,0 
SOUNDI ,~15,200,9 
CHxeCHie 
vpua 
coLOURTE 
PRINTTAB(L®: 
DUS 
LECHZ9LEN (NAMES) PROCLOVE 
PROCRESET 
yous: 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROCEREAKHEART 
SOUND@,~15,4,2 
MOVEHZ 256, 
voUu18,@,1,225 
PROCRESET 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROCFAIL 
U4: COLOUR 132: COLOURS: CLS: PROCTITLE (968) 
yous 
PRINT’ '°"It appears that your love is doomed to 

fail. 1 would go and get some rest now all this unreq ited love is very tiring."*"*You could have anoth 
ler go if you really want too 

950 PRINT"Press SPACE for 
jer key to END" 

960 #FX15.1 
978 replyk=GETs IFreply%: 
980 ENDPROC 
990 DEFPROCLOVE 

1008 #Fx15,8 
101@ VDU4, 2350202505030; 
1020 COLOUR! 52: CLS: PROCTITLE (96) : VOUS 
1030 PRINTTAB(5,5) "Heartiest";TAB(2,7)"congratulations| 
";TAB(7,9) "to you"; TAB(B, 11) "and"; TAB(S, 15) "your love” 
1049 PROCTUNE 
105@ VDUSO 
1060 COLOUR! 
1070 FORNZ=@T031 
1080 PRINTSTRINGS (28,CHRS224) 5 

(LEN (NAMES) /2) ,3@) LEFTS (NAMES 

ago 
890 
900 
a8 
928 
930 
940 

another go”"“or any oth 

END 
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NEXT 
PROCTITLE (960) 
\ybua: COLOURS 
PRINTTAB(1, 12) "PRESS SPACE FOR A";TAB(S,14) "NEW G 

reply%=6E 
ENDPROC 

Frep] y%=S2RUNELSEEND 
115@ DEFPROCGETNAME 
4168 VDU4:COLOUR132: COLOURS: CLS: PROCTITLE (960) 
1178 vDUs 
1180 PRINT’*"""What is the name of your true love’ 
1190 INPUTNANES 
1288 IFLEN(NAMES) >1STHENCOLOUR?: PRINT“ “Sorry but you 

carve that on an apple tree. ":COLOURS:PRINT“"W 
jat_nickname do you usually use" ’":GOTO1190 
1218 IFLEN(NAMES) <STHENCOLOUR:PRINT’'"Thats just a 1i 

ttle too easy '**":COLOURS:PRINT’"Type a longer name p 
tease":GOT0119@ 

COLOURS: PRINT 
1 to 5" 

REPEAT: LE%=GET-48: UNTILLE%>@ANDLEX<6 
VDU(LEX+48) ,5tLE%=6-LEX 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROCARROMS 
MOVEDAXZ,AYZ 

‘How earnest is your love on a sca 

TABS (AX%"HX%) < ABANDABS (AY7.-HY%) <2OTHENPROCEXPLOD 
DAXX=AKX 
AXZMAKK#S2s IFAX%>1216AX%=220 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROCBACKGROUND 
RESTORE1670 
HOVER, 
ecoLe: 
HOVE@, 256: PLOTSS, 1200,@:PLOTAS, 1200,256 
SCOLe,4 
MOVES, 256: MOVED, 1024: PLOTBS, 1280,256:PLOTBS, 1280, 
GcoLe,7 
HOVE® | 944: MOVE2@8,224; PLOTOS,@, 128: PLOTES, 96,128: 

nOVE2@8 ,224; MOVE@, 944: PLOTSS , 208, 654; PLOTBS, 48,992: PLOT 
+880: MOVE2O8 ,656:PLOTSS, 224,672 
ROVER, 128 
6coLe,@ 
FORNZ=1TO19 
READX%,y% 
DRAWK%y% 
NEXT 
HOVE14,690 
FORN=17O1@ 
READK%¥% 
DRAWK,¥% 
NEXT 
MOVE144 784: MOVE144,710:PLOTSS, 176,848: PLOTSS, 195] 1sse 

+74: PLOTSS, 195,825 
1560 
1570 
1580 
1598 
1600 
1618 
1620 
1638 MOVE! 12, 480:MOVE1 12,300: PLOTAS, 152,544: PLOT@S, 182 

1428: PLOTSS, 182,522 
1648 MOVE120,460:PRINTDEVILE 
165@ PROCTITLE (992) 
1668 ENDPROC 
1678 DATA6,128,208,224,208,656,224,672,224,880, 48,992 
+0,944 8,855, 128,032, 48,992, 128,032, 224,680, 128,832,128 
$608,208,656,128,408,0,608,96,608,95,128 
1688 DATA144, 704, 174,048,210,816,210,720, 144,600, 144,7 

+195, 748,195,825 
88, 152,544, 192,512, 192,408, 112,358, 112,3 

72,408, 182,428, 182,522 
1780 DEFPROCTUNE 
171@ RESTORE1780 
1720 FORN%=17024 
1738 READnotex dur ation% 

MOVE 145,775: PRINTHERS 
GcOL,@ 
NOVELI2,358 
FORNZ=1TO1@ 

1748 IFnote%=OTHENSOUND! ,@,@,dur ati on%:NEXT 
175@ SOUND! ,-15,note%,duration% 
1768 NEXT 
1770 ENDPROC 
1788 DATA129,12,149,2,8,5,149,5,0,4,149,18,129,12,157, 
145,65 149, 18,054,129, 12, 149,9,169,3,0,2)169, 12, 165,9, 

37,3, 149,9,157,3,149,3,145,9,149,3, 157,18 
179" DEFPROCINSTRUCTIONS 
1808 VDUS ,25;6202;0; 5 
1818 COLOURIS2 
1828 CLS 
1838 COLOURt 



(= 
BEC/ELECTRON PROGRAM ||) 40K SPECT bee <B> 

THE GAME OF 
ECONOMIC SURVIVAL 

AGAME OF THE BRITISH ECONOMY WITH YOU 
GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT AT THE CONTROLS! WHAT SORT 

‘OF CHANCELLOR WOULD YOU 
‘MAKE WITH SEVERAL BILLION 
POUNDS TO SPEND & FIVE 
YEARS TO THE NEXT GENERAL 
ELECTION? GRAPHIC DISPLAYS, 
HISTOGRAMS & AN ANNUAL 
PERFORMANCE RATING ARE ALL 

FORNZ=1T018 
PRINTTAB(N%, 1) CHRS2243 TAB (NZ, 58) CHRS228 
NEXT. 
FORNZ=2T030 
PRINTTAB (18 ,NZ) CHRE224; TAB (1 ,NZ)CHRE224 
NEXT 
PROCTITLE(768) 
MOVES20,512:PRINTHIMS 
MOVE960, 512: PRINTHERS 
MOVE160,256:PRINT"Z=Left X=Right™ 
a$=INKEYS (220) 
FORN%=@96T0S12STEP-32 
SOUND@,~15,N%/4,,1 

E632 NE PRINTDEINIPES INCLUDED TO SHOW HOW YOU 
MOVESS2,NX ARE DOING, HOW MANY YEARS 
PRINTDEVILS WILL YOU LAST? 
NEXT 
PROCTUNE FREE INSIDE: Pocket Guide to 
a= INKEYS (200) Running Britain | ENDPROC 
DEFPROCEXPLODE 
SOUND@,1,5,10 
MOVES HVE. 
VDUI,@,4,255,8,18,0,1,227,8,18,0,5,228 
Tim TIME® REPEATUNTILTIME-TX318 
DUB, 18,8,4,255 

MOUNTAINS 
OF KET 

PROCRESET ADVENTURE rene BOvENTERS 
DEFPROCPEOPLE A MONSTER OF AN ADVENTURE 
RESTORE2290 
PROCREAD (29) : DEVIL $=as 
PROCREAD (6) : DEVWIPES=as 
PROCREAD (30) :HIMS=a 
PROCREAD (24) : HERS=a 
PROCREAD(7) :WIPES=a 
PROCREAD(11) :MES=as 

PROGRAM! COMBAT, INTER: 
ACTIVE BEINGS, MONETARY 
SYSTEM, MAGIC, EDGAR, SAVE 
LOAD FACILITY PLUS MANY 
OTHER FEATURES. 
‘As well as being a fast ingenious ENDPROC 

DEFPROCREAD (2%) compeling adventure m set the 
ase" Mountains of Ket is the frst ofa 3 
For. ox-eror% pact series that bul into a 

mammoth adventures challenge ateas+CHRS(C% Se oe 
Next Incentive: 1 coud be adventageous 
ENDPROC it you achieve 100%! DATAIG,@, noo2 £5.50 

SPLAT! SPA"! 
QP ONE OF THE MOST ORIGINAL 

124 AND COMPELLING ARCADE 
ba GAMES EVER PRODUCED! 

STARRING ZIPPY! 

245 ,8,18,0,1,2 
DATAI8,@, 4,25 
DATALG,0,5,25: 

35,8, 18,0,6,237,8,18,0,0. 
DATAIG,@,5,229,8, 18,0, 
0,8, 18,0, 
DATAIA,@, 
DATAGS ,84,05, 0 
DEFPROCTITLE (2% 

GCOLO, 3 
2390 ENDPROC 

SPLAT! is one of the most 
addictive games | have ever played 
on the 48K SPECTRUM, Its 
certainly the most of 

Ge ee Computer & Video Games 

NOW AVAILABLE FROM WH SMITH 
AND BOOTS. 

48K SPECTRUM CHALLENGE 
FROM INCENTIVE SOFTWARELTO || jyo9, (550 

All programs run in the 48K ZX SPECTRUM and are available from all 
good computer shops. In case of difficulty please order direct using 
the coupon below 

Please send me (tick box(es) required) 
1984] + MOUNTAINSOFKET SPLAT 
All at £5.50 each (inclusive of VAT and 1st class postage) 
lenclose cheque/P.0.for£ or debit my Access Account No 

Name 

Address Hows 
INCENTIVE SOFTWARE LTD., 54 London Street, 
Reading RG1 4SQ. Tel: Reading (0734) 591678 
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~ ~ ss NO 

A NEW DIMENSION IN EXCITEMENT FROM VORTEX SOFTWARE. 
Stop the advance of the Millitoids. Survive the maze [PLEASE RUSH ME: 

of death, rationalise the paradox zone and overcome | ———— SPECTRUM 48K 
the dangers encountered in itlands KEYBOARD/JOYSTICK OPTION 

Achieve this and retum to the LAM [(_JANpROID TWO) £5.95 EACH 
transporter capsule before the deadline. g eee ces ie eS 

ig i) TOTAL VALUE if; 

le 
But beware. There are lethal Hoverdroids. 
Bouncers and land mines everywhere Sena 

(-SOFTWARE:) 
3D full colour graphic effects, machine 

code fast action and multi-screen 

wraparound zones make Android Two a 
mindblowing action game 

SEEK OUT ANDROID TWO AT 
ALL THE BEST DEALERS. 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Jump Jet 
Dragon 32 

£7.95 
Dragon Data, Margam, Port 
Talbot, West Glamorgan SA13 
2PE 

It would be very easy to assume 
from the title that this is yet 
another flight simulator but not 
so. It is a strategic flying and 
shooting game where you take off 
in your Harrier jumpjet then 
increase altitude to attack enemy 
fighters and bombers which 
appear over the horizon to shoot 
you or your planes on the ground. 
A fair amount of manoeuvring 

it possible with control for speed 
and height, though I tended to 
stay at one altitude and let the 
planes come to me, firing my 
cannon all the time! 

This I found to be one of the 

Naanas 
Spectrum 

£5.95 
Mikro-Gen, 24 Agar 
Bracknell, Berks 

Cre! 

I think the name Naanas is based 
‘on that long yellow fruit, eaten by 
chimpanzees. This suspicion 
confirmed when the game begin: 

Your pet chimp is knockin 
fruit down fromthe trees abo. 
and you are dashing 
trying to catch it in your ba 
while avoiding coconuts an 
jumping the fallen bananas. 

out below 

best plays especially if you could’ 
stay to the left of the screen 

The screen is well laid out and 
there are enough levels for a range 
of ages. to enjoy the game, 
including a very simple level for 
children (or reviewers!). The side 
scroll action is alittle slow but this 
may be due to hardware rather 
than software difficulties 

The only quibble I do have is 
that the jumpjet can accelerate 
off the right of the screen to 
reappear on the left. I would have 
expected the scroll routine to 
move faster. Exciting and quite 
addictive. 

D.C. 

70% 
80% 
80% 
80% 

instructions 

graphics 
value for money 

xk 

when played in a group. 
But for solo play, I would have 

thought that something a little 
more sophisticated would be 
needed to sustain the interest of 
the dedicated games player 

Really, this game is more 
suitable for younger players who 
would appreciate the simplicity of 
operation and the hilarious 
cartoon characters, together with 
the wacky sound effects 

ng “In conclusion, I would be 
¥€ surprised if this game found its 

way into the list of “arcade 
nd 

MB The skill level is variable, the 
graphics are good, asisthe soun 
Inaddition, there is a hall of fam 
feature, but | could find no way of 

keys as user defining the 
advertised on the cassette insert 

This simple game plot ca 
cause some hoots of laught 

T 
Steps at ail, you 

ae poorly thought-out 
th 

Gocumentation 
ane 

be exasperating Whe 

and itis ‘curtains
 for you if it fal 

i. 
ne instructions 

playability 
graphics 
value for money 

mad fall into a trench 

oie 
There are 

ne worth extra 
mer ueks away a 
, You can sl 

gain valuable in 
ms little purpose © 

vrs will soon tire of 

so kinds of potato 
: points, and a 

ihe bottom of 
he field ow this timer 

here se 
me and player 

q 
PB. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
Salue for money 

rsa 

Follow the 
stars for 

good games 

a 
Bananas, a Harrier jump-jet, 

potatoes and assorted insects 
— they are all in this batch of 

new games. 

landing Pushed Stainless, 10 Alstone Port, Cheshire Ska Re An original pam Play the unusual < The local go. carelessly 
thea nest 

in whi ich you le of (galt ofa beetle 
tuck his spade vrgt Iis your hoc, and taketh Nem toa secon, 

f 

q A is not equiny that the T m1 he TI Original idea Equipped to us, fo the tus), 8° this 
You start Several artic rocks and There are alas 

NeXt level is done by, 

and fro, halfway up and down 
shooting mushrooms and_ the 
centipede, with the score kept 
bottom left 

A spider bounces around 
placing more mushrooms, helped 
bya bug —both attempting to 
the player. If the centipede is 
removed all colours change and a 
new centipede appears. 
Graphics, colour and 

movement are pleasingly simple 
and the response to the keys very 
good — though no user defined 
keys as the insert promises. Each 
animal has its own sound when 
moving and when killed, 1 found 
it simple, pleasing and addictive! 

T.W 
75% 
85% 
65% 
70% 

Creepy Crawler 
Spectrum 

£5.95 
Mikro-Gen, 24 
Bracknell, Berks 

Agar Cres 

After it had constantly crashed on 
the instructions screen, I 
established that my Cambridge 
Computing Intelligent Joystick 
was not compatible with the 
program. 

It was a relief to finally see the 
Giant Centipede rattling its way 
though the mushroom forest 
With the offending unit 
unhitched, loading was error: 
free. 

After selecting keyboard, or 
Mikro-Gen joystick, instructions graphics 
alternated with scoring until the value for money 
game is started by choosing one or {wo players. The player moves o [SE RE Sg 

instructions 
playability 



a Ea i RE EES 
SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

Roses for your true love. 
But beware... evil Harry is 

out to stop you 
“How could I forget that today is 
Valentine's day? My true love will 
never forgive me if I don’t get her 
adozen red roses. Now I've left it 
so late all the shops are shut; 
she'll probably reject me, and go 
with that awful Harry. Oh what 
can I do? 

That’s the problem facing our 
hero in this piece of old- 
fashioned melodrama for all 
Spectrum owners. 

‘How it works 
70-120 define UDG's 
500-750 title 
1005 set level of difficulty 
1010-1110 set the scene 
1120-1150 place Harry on screen 
1170-1190 set clock and score to 

zero 
1200-1210 print score and time 
1215-1260 move Harry 
1300-1400 move “our hero” if a 

2500-2520 Harry has caught you! 
‘000-3020 playa tune subroutine 
3200-3230 you ran out of time 
mes : 

3800-3820 "Weil done”” message 
3606-3880 “another pxme?” 
4000-4010 print y sub- 

routine 
4200-4220 set a direction for 

Harry 
4400-4410 print “our hero"? sub- 

routine 
{6000-6260 data for the tunes 
‘8000-8070 select difficulty sub- 

routine 

The solution our hero decides 
upon is to visit his local park, 
where red roses are in abundance. 

While taking roses from a 
public park isn’t the sort of thing 
normally expected of a hero, if it 
smooths the path of true love, 
then we should excuse him that 
slight indiscretion just this time. 

Unfortunately, our hero’s 
rival, the evil Harry has got wind 
of his plans, and islyin 
the park to thwart his 
all good villains, he is the 
character dressed in black, at the 
bottom right of the screen at the 
start of the game. 

Asitisafter dark, and the gates 
to the park are closed, our hero 
has to leap over the wall; this he 
will do moments after the scene is, 
set on the screen. 

You control the movements of 
our hero by pressing the cursor 
keys (5 to 8) to guide him round 
the park, trying to collect a dozen 
red roses; there are 20 roses 
scattered around the park. 

You forgot it's St Valentine's 
Day. Now all the shops are shut 
where are you going to get red 

roses for 
That's the challenge in David 

Nowotnik's program for either 
model of the Spectrum 

FOR s=1 TO 2 
FOR j=1 TO 3: 
DRAW ~28,-32: 

FOR i=1 TO 6 

678 NEXT § 
698 FOR i=1 TO 6 
710 PLOT =33,y-3r 
738 NEXT 3 

768 RESTORE 6000: 
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PLOT x,y: DRAW 2,. 
PLOT x,y: DRAW 18,2 

660 LET xexeie LET yayet 

728 LET wex-i? LET y= 

our true love? 

REN Initialise 

DATA 62,62,54,54,54,54,54,119 
DATA 28,62,28,127 3,95 ,93 

LET x=225-64042 LET y=20S-6404 
PLOT xy 
LET xexed 

LET yey-ir NEXT 3: NEXT 4 
LET xm6G: LET y=4e 

608 LET x=16@: LET y=14p 
788 PLOT x,yt DRAM @,6 

740 PRINT AT 2,6; PAPER 1; INK 45" VALENTINE’S DAY * 
75@ PRINT AT 17,125 INK 2; FLASH 1;" CHASE ~ 

60 SUB 5e88 

*hero’ are about to step on! 
U1 attributes, denoting 

what they have stepped on! 

However, the evil Harry is out 
to stop you. The horrid man will 
trample on any roses he finds, 
limiting your choice, and he may 
chase after you. If he catches you, 
he'll knock the flowers from your 
hands, and destroy them, 

You are also limited by time — 
you have two minutes to collect 
all 12 roses before the park keeper 
discovers your ploy, and removes 
you from the park. 

There are five levels of dif- 
ficulty with this game, At level 
one, Harry has great difficulty 
seeing you in the gloom of the 
night, and he will wander around 
at random, By level five, his eye- 
sight will have improved to an 
extent that you will find it very. 
difficult to shake him off, 

As you play the game, you'll 
notice three tunes. Lara's Theme 
introduces the game, to set a 
romantic tone to the program. 
The tunes played if you win or 
lose will reflect our hero’s feelings 
on the outcome! 
My apologies to female 

Spectrum owners who may think 
this game a little sexist 

But, in these days of equal 
opportunity, there is no reason 
why it should not be a girl who is 
collecting roses for her boy- 
friend! So, if you want to change 
the sex of the characters, 
substitute these numbers in the 
data line 110 in the program: 

28,28,62,62,127,127,20,54 

Note that user defined graphic 
characters appear in lines 1100, 
4000, and 4400. 



REN Park chase 
GO sup 8900 
PAPER 4: INK 7: BORDER 4: 
PRINT INK Syw8sAT 21 
FOR i=1 TO 20 
PRINT INK SEAT 4,05" "SAT 1¢315" "5 NEXT 4 weak 
FOR t=1 10 rose: 

DATA 78,28,.25,4, 
pata 
para 
DATA 
Dara 
DATA 99 
REM 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
REM 
DATA 
DATA 9,2.55-294-1,98,2.5y 15-1 
DATA 98,5,.75,2,98,55.25,1,90,14.25)1 
DATA 98, 18,.25,-1,98. 25, 
DATA 
DATA, 
BORDER 1: PAPER 7: INK 17 CLS 
PRINT AT 12,13" Select level of difficulty” PRINT AT 14,12;"1 to 5* 
LET 2e=INKEyS 
IF 28=*" THEN G0 TO 8830 
If =$¢"1" OR 2#>"S" THEN GO TO 8030 
LET zeVAL z8 LET diff=(2~1)/28 

LET x@INT (RND#3@¢1): LET y=INT (RND#20+1) 
IF ATTR (y,x)=34 THEN GO TO 1808 
PRINT AT yyx3 INK 25"A* 
NEXT 4 
LET rives3@: LET rivy=19 
IF ATTR (rivyyrivx)=34 OR ATTR (rivytiyrivaras4 TH 

LET st=@: LET scor 
LET hyets LET het 
LET tim=INT ((PEEK 25672+256*PEEK 23673) /5@+.5) 

121 PRINT AT @,8; PAPER 3; INK @;"Score= ";score;” 
stims", seco” 
1215 IF RNDCdif# THEN LET ydir=SGN (hy-rivy): LET xdir SGN (hx-rivn) 
1228 LET ylerivytydirs LET xterivnexdir 
1238 LET att=ATIR (yi,xi)s LET atel=ATTR (yi*1,xi) 
1240 IF att\35 OR atti=35 OR yi<1 THEN GO SUB'42ee: GO 
To 1300 

1245 IF att=30 OR atti=38 THEN LET inet: GO SUB 2500 
125@ PRINT AT rivyyrives™ "FAT rivytiyrives™ © 1260 LET rivyeyli LET rivxewi: GO SUB 4000 
1278 IF timo2.5 THEN 60 TO 1200 
120 IF st-@ THEN LET st=1: 60 SUB 4400 
1300 LET 28=INKEYS: IF 24¢ 
° 
1310 LET z=val 26 
133@ LET xde@: LET yd=@ 
1330 IF 295 THEN LET xd=- 
1350 
1360 
1370 IF <8 THEN LET xd=i 
1500 LET wished: LET yishysyd 
1390 LET ate=ATTR (yiyxi)2 LET atti=ATTR (yielyxt) 
1400. IF attes5 OR atti=35 OR yi<1 THEN GO TO i200 
1410 IF att=34 OR attie=s4 THEN LET score=scoreri: GO T 
0 1420 ‘ 
1415 IF att=34 AND atti=34 THEN LET scemce? 

IF atte32 OR atti=32 THEN LET ine2: GO SUB 2500 
PRINT AT hy he" “HAT hy#i shag" 

O LET hyeyit LET hxexts 60 SUB 4400 
2000 IF score?it THEN GO TO 3500 
2O10 IF tim>120 THEN GO TO 3280 

GO TO 1200 
REM He got you! 
FOR 1=28 TO -5 STEP 
BEEP 05,12 NEXT 4 
LET scor 
PRINT AT @,65 PAPER 35" 
PRINT AT rivyyrivag" "sAT rivytlerivag™ " 
IF inm2 THEN LET rivens@: LET rivyat9: IF hyo A 

ND hx?28 THEN LET rivy=t 
2565 IF inel THEN LET ylel9rr LET x1=3@: IF hy>18 AND 
hyx228 THEN LET yla2 
2578 GO SUB 4008: RETURN 
3000 READ a: IF a=99 THEN RETURN 
3@1@ READ PAUSE br GO TO 3800 
3020 BEEP ay! 
3200 REM Dut of tine 
3218 PRINT AT 12,43 FLASH 1; INK @;" You ran out of ti 
3220 RESTORE 6200: GO SUB 3000 
3230 60 TO 3800 
3500 REM You did it! 
3505 PRINT AT @,8} PAPER 3; INK @;"Score= “;score;” 
iting" secs” 
3510 PRINT AT 12,25 INK @y FLASH 1;" Well done ~ you d 
ig ith 
3520 RESTORE 610@: 60 SUB see0 
3eM@ BORDER 2: PAPER 7: INK @: CLS 
3810 PRINT AT 12,85" Another game (y/n) * 
3820 LET z4=INKEVS: IF zx="" THEN GO TO 3820 
3030 IF zs="y" THEN GO TO 1000 
384@ IF 26="n" THEN CLS : STOP. 
3859 GO TO 3828 
399@ STOP 
4900 PRINT INK @AT rivyyrivag"C"sAT rivystyrivas 
4018 RETURN 
8200 LET xdir=INT (SeRND)—1: LET ydir=INT (SeRND)—1 
4210 IF xdir=® AND ydir=@ THEN GO TO 4200 
4220 RETURN 
4400 PRINT INK 6;AT hy,tncg"C*sAT hyti hx; "B™ 
4410 RETURN 
S@@@ INK @: PAPER 7 
6900 REM = Tune 1 

TI99/4A SOFTWARE 
Three great games for the unexpanded TI-99/4A 

PILOT £5.95 
Flight simulation game for one player. Graphics display of 
landing strip and terrain map, plus updated instrument 
panel. Options for take-off, landing or in flight. Full 
instructions included. Graphics and sound. 

Ti TREK £5.95 
Defeat the Klingon invasion fleet. Features include 5 skill 
levels, graphics quadrant display, galaxy map, phasors, 
photon torpedoes, long range scans, damage reports, 
shield control, impulse and warp drive. Eight by eight 
galaxy. Full instructions included. Graphics and sound. 

CATERPILLAR £3.95 
Arcade action in an insane country garden! Shoot the giant 
caterpillar to increase your score. Exciting colour and sound 
combine to give an addictive game you will want to play 
again and again! 
TEXAS PROGRAM BOOK £5,95 
35 programs for the unexpanded TI-99/44, including 3-D 
Maze, Lunar Lander, Caterpillar, Horse Race, Invader, 
Morse Code and much more. 
Send cheque or P.O. or telephone with Access/Visa for immediate 
despatch. Please add 50p p&p to orders under £7. Orders over £7 

post free. 

APEX SOFTWARE 
Swiss Cottage, Hastings Road, 

St. Leonards-on-Sea, 
= E. Sussex TN38 8EA 
mmm TEL: Hastings (0424) 53283 
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odore 64 
Ten programs for the Comm BEST SELLERS 

Top 

4, International Footbell 

2 ee Top 30 3 Forbidden Forest 
4 Space Shuttle 
§ Cosmic Convoy 
@ The Hobbit 1 Hunchback Ocean Spectrum (5) 
7 Frogger pabbit(—) 2 ManicMiner Soft Projects/ Spectrum (1) 
@ - Escape MCP ‘audiogenic (— Bug-Byte 
9 Road Toad Centresoft (—) 3 Harrier Attack Durrell Spectrum (15) 
10 PooYan 4 Lunar Jetman Ultimate Spectrum (8) 

5 Jetpac Ultimate Spectrum (4) 
Compiled by Websters 6 TheHobbit  M.House Spectrum (2) 

7 3D Ant Attack Quicksilva_ Spectrum (6) 
8 Kong Ocean Spectrum (7) trum 

rograms for the Spec’ 9 Zzoom Imagine Spectrum (9) 
Top Ten P' ; 10 Falcon Patrol — Virgin CBM 64 (13) 

ed Flag Psion (=) 11 Penetrator M.House Spectrum (-) 1 Chequeres Unimate (1) 12 TheHobbit — M.House CBM 64 (10) 
2 MONEE Micromere 13 Atic Atac Ultimate Spectrum (19) 
3 ei an Ultimate ies 14 Valhalla Legend Spectrum (3) 
4 Lunar Jeune Bug Byte (=), 18 Horace goes Psion CBM 64 (14) 
6 ae Quicksi ve Skiing 
6 Ant Psion 16 Cuthbert in Microdeal Dragon (18) 
7 Flight Simulation Imagine (= ) the Jungle 
B Stonkers | Imagine 7 17 Chequered Flag Psion Spectrum (26) 9 Alchemis Ocean ( 18 The King Microdeal Dragon (17) 
40 Kong 19 Digger Dan Ocean Spectrum (—) 

smith 20 Chuckie Egg = A&F Spectrum (28) Compiled by W. H- 21 Arcadia Imagine VIC-20 (21) 
22 Mini Kong Anirog VIC—20 (-) 
23 Hunchback Superior BBC (12) 
24 Hover Bover —Llamasoft_ CBM 64 (-) 

Top Ten programs for the ZX81 25 Jetpac Ultimate VIC—20 (29) 
26 Skramble Solar VIC—20 (—) 

1= Asteroids/Defenders _Quicksilva (—) 27, Mined Out QuicksiWva.)= BBC (=) Shc lnviders Quicksilva (—) 28 Crazy Kong Interceptor. += CBM 64 (-) 
4 Sktamble Quicksilva (—) 29 Twin Kingdom  Bug-Byte CBM 64 (30) 
5 Centipede Dk’tronics (—) paliey 
6 invaders Bug-Byte (—) 30 Snooker Visions ViIC—20 (—) 
7 Krazy Kong PSS (3) 
8 ZXD.B, Bug-Byte (10) 
9 Hopper PSS (7) 
0 2X Forth Sinclair (8) Compiled by PCS Distribution (0254 691211) and 

sanctioned by the Computer Trade Association. Chart 
Compiled by Websters is for retail sales in individual outlets in the UK and 

Northern Ireland for the fortnight ended February 21 

c-20 

House (3) 
princess visions (—) es 

2 Snooker Audiogent 
‘Amok Thorn (—) 

a ‘Computer Wars phoenix (—) 
5 ‘4 Gates to Freedom Imagine (1) 
6 Arcadia Commoner 
, 1 Chess Liamasoft 

8 
9 
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At R&R we believe 
that value comes first, 
and we make it our business 
to ensure that we provide good 
quality programs at realistic prices... 
for your enjoyment. 

ALL ARCADE GAMES NORMALLY HAVE 
CHOICE OF KEYBOARD OR JOYSTICK CONTROL. 
Should you have difficulty in obtaining our products 
from your local Dealer please send cheque or Postal 
Order indicating titles required, for return of post service. 

CHOPPER X-1 

ane £9.50 

ane £3.75 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

R&R Software Ltd. 
5 Russell Street, Gloucester GL1 1NE 
Tel (0452) 502819 

= 

ns value 

y CALLING ALL PROGRAMMERS... 

WANTED New, Quality Software. 
SOFTWARE | Send us your latest Program. 

for evaluation — NOW. 

AVAILABLE FROM LEADING DEALERS NATIONWIDE 



We sell the best 
software for all the 
best home and 

business computers 

peciAL yo eke a 

% OFFER $1 off : adv cub ment with you 

Come in and see us, today! 



DRAGON 32 SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Bloc Head 
£7.95 

Dragon Data, Margam, Port 
Talbot, West Glamorgan’ SA13 

For those who frequent the 
arcades, this is alittle like Q-Bert, 
involving a little man with a large 
nose jumping about a pyramid. 
Here the pyramid is missin 
Instead there is simply a rectangle 
of the familiar hexagonal prisms 
for Bloc Head to jump on. 

As usual, however, the shapes 
change colour and the aim is to 
colour them all in before you are 
squashed by bouncing balls or 
caught by springs. There are also 
Bus Stops which, if jumped upon, 
transport you t0 the top of the 
screen. As this is rectangular the 
effect can be unpredictable. 

Ultrapede 
£7.95 

Softek, 12/13 Henrietta St, 
London WC2E 8LH 

No prizes for guessing what kind 
of arcade game this is, It has 
the features you expect 
mushroom fields, spiders, snails 
and a large and fleet footed 
Ultrapede, Each mushroom takes 
three shots to clear and, as the 
pede cannot go through them, i 
as to change direction. 
What is rather unexpected, and 

also a biological impossibility, is 
that a pede segment which has 
been hit by your missile changes 
into a mushroom. Thus the game 
is somewhat livelier that other 
versions, as this often causes the 
rest of the insect to descend upon 

‘One of the most original game 

teilding to solve the case. Simple 

‘There could have interesting. ‘There could Tote 
been more colou 

too bright, Contr 

shaft 
‘is fairly precist 

£7.95 
make bene 

Dragon Data, Margam, Port Movement 

Talbot, West Glamorgan 
hiehetiae Foo 

2PE 

time. T have seen for some 
ae 

eee’ genario is for yOu, & eget ina 

agent, to get to the top. ones ashi 

not allowed 10 8 
|, until you see 

coe ory Po
s igs pou ride. 

Le 

me) whose shafts y‘ a he 
i 

ross to ascend each level. 
Hiteagerouyes imam) AY 

=a 

you are sauseygnere are elements Sverre jae 

"planning, iopee |, skill and pane 
ie 

Sexterty. Survival iSpotsimpl
e, Nivefor money 

jhics are good ani 

eoetp peed to make the game 

The screen is fairly attractive, 
though I found the figures shapes. 
indistinct on TV. The sprit 
almost invisible. Control was not 
all it might have been, either. The 
joysticks were very slow to 
respond, spoiling many of my 
best moves! The other features 
were all fairly standard. 

Originality is very hard to come 
by but_ should be encouraged. 
Here Dragon has done the 
opposite, 

Dc. 

80% 
graphics 80% 
Value for money 

yuo from a great height, with 
consequent loss of a life. 

‘The game plays well and has 
enough levels for beginner and 
expert to enjoy. One suggestion is 
that restart should be easier. At 
present you have to press either 
three keys or fire button and two 
keys, Thisisa pain if youare some 
way from the console with 3 
joystick and is a design fault. A 
‘good basic game but with few 
surprises, 

D.C. 

instructions 80% 
playability 70% 
graphics W% 
value for money 75% 

Have fun 
with your 
Dragon 

Our reviewers are hard to 
please. Read what they 

thought of these five arcade- 
style games for the Dragon 32 

di jetsion isthe cesta th "atures, 
W 

Shuttiezap 
(Goystick) 
£12.95 

Dragon Data, Margam, Port 
Talbot, West Glamorgan SA23 

‘The insert says this isa fast-action 
‘game that talks. If this is the sort 
‘of game you are afier then keep 
on looking. 

The object is to launch your 
shuttle from its underground silo 
and destroy as many sputniks as 
possible before returning to base. 
You haveno weapon although the 
sputniks can shoot at you. The 
‘way to capture them is to land on 
them or to boost up from below. 
‘Avoid the cosmic cloud. 

‘At the start there is @ shuttle 
control display when you can test 

ders or keyy CAN be either j £5. OF aera there are egg oystick 
ae sercens Mt, cach sere 

your joystick. There are two difficulty factors of time and fuel. 
Once you have successfully 
launched your shuttle and after 
each screen an in-flight report 
shows such things asheight, speed 
fuel and time left. 

I have not yet managed to 
translate all the speech that is ‘generated during the game, I.can 
only distinguish simple phrases 
‘such as ready and OK, 
_ Adequate instructions are 
included ina booklet and Thad no 
difficulty in loading. Thi 
‘game that appeals to me, 

instructions 
playability graphics 
value for money 
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LETTERS 

Apeman‘s 
too fast 

1 typed in the Apeman 
program for the Spectrum 
(HCW 41) but it failed to 
tun. It appears line 1301 
FOR n=1T020 should be 
1TO16. The program will 
run perfectly with this 
alteration. Up to now Ihave 
failed to get any ship- 
wrecked mariners anywhere 
near the village — Apeman 
is much too fast. 
M. H. Mottram, Beeston, 
Nottingham 

eeSEaa 
Slow? It’s 
enya ing 

1 would like to correct @ 
mistake in your review of 
our BBC/Electron Maths 
Invaders (HCW 45). 

Your reviewer comments 
several times on the slowness 
Of this program, Didn't he 
notice the choice of $0 speed 
levels? 1 challenge him to 
last more than two minutes 
at level 50, 

Our tests in schools and 
exhibitions have shown that 
children find this. program 
anything but slow and 
boring — they love it, and it 
is one of our best seller 
Neil Stelling, Stell Software, 
Whalley, Lanes 

Turtie’s 
tremendous 
1 am the proud owner of a 
VIC-20 and I also have your 
magazine delivered every 
week (what more could 
anyone want?) 
If first started taking your 

magazine: when the issue 
numbers were still very 
much into single figures. 1 
chose it because of the 
quality of the programs and 
the excellent software 
reviews. 

However, I too have 
noticed the latter becoming 
less and less frequent for the 
VIC, Thank you for explain- 
ing (HCW 44) why thisisso. 

1 would like to recom: 
mend two excellent games: 
Gridrunner for the un- 
expanded VIC and. Star 
Defence, by Anirog, for the 
16K VIC. 

Back onto the subject of 
program listings; 1 must 
confess that I often wait for 
someone else to write in, 
praising a program, before 
typing it in myself. 

But 1 couldn't resist 
typingin the Turtle Graphics 
program, by Alan Wilburn, 
in HCW 41. Itwas fantastic! 
1 found designing hi-res 
pictures, drawing graphs 
and circles just as addictive 
as any arcade games. Con- 
gratulations! 

Send your letter to Letters, 
Home Computing Weekly, No.1 
Golden Square, London W1R 

3AB. Don't forget to name your 
computer — the best letter 

could win £5-worth of 
software. Got a problem with 

your micro? We'll soon be 
starting a queries page, so send 

your technical questions to 
Queries at the above address 

Please keep up this quality 
of program and don’t forget 
the software reviews 
Justin Saunders, Maccles- 
field, Cheshire 

Forgive our blushes! 
We pointed out to another 

reader that our reviews 
reflect what is being released 
and that software com 
panies seemed to be turning 
their attention to the Com- 
‘modore 64. 

‘Our statement then still 
stands: VIC-20 software is 
welcome for review from 
software houses, as are pro- 
grams for all other home 
‘computers 

1 am a proud owner of a 
Mattel Aquarius computer 
and have recently bought the 
mini-expander to go with it, 

Having previously been 
told that the expander gives 
you two extra sound 
channels, I was surprised to 
be told’ by one of the 
technical advisors at Mattel 
in London that in fact what 
you get is not two extra 
sound channels, but two 
extra octaves of sound. 

I had originally tele- 
phoned Mattel to ask if they 
could tell me what the 
command was to obtain the 
other two sound channels. 
The reply I got was that they 
didn’t know themselves, but 
they recommended a book 
by lan Sinclair called How 
to get the Most from your 
Aquarius, which explains all 
about the sound channels. 

T have now obtained this 
book and I must say it is as 
good as Mattel said it would 
be and has helped me 
tremendously with the 
sound channel and I would 
recommend it to all 
‘Aquarius owners. 

Lam at present having 
difficulty finding the com- 
‘mand to use my joypads on 
my programs instead of the 
keyboard. So if any 
Aquarius-owning readers 
can help me I would be very 
grateful. 
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All in all, 1 have enjoyed 
every moment with my 
Aquarius and I think it is 
‘one of the best computers on 
the market. 
John Wilson, Bilton 
Grange, Hull 

Your reviewer (HCW 43) 
asked if the Games Pak Ill 
package for the TI-99/4A 
had been broken down and 
if so why? 

The answer is no, EX- 
tended Software Company 
of Cincinnati U.S.A. 
market the three programs 
mentioned separately at $15 
each and the complet 
Games Pak III for $27. The 
packaging for each separate 
program is the same as that 
for the Games Pak Il, butis 
clearly labelled with the 
name of the program sup- 
plied. This is due to the 
expense of the muti colour 
artwork, 

at the time 
as submitted for 

review the price was £8.95, 
This has now been lowered 
to £7.95 as it is now pro- 
duced in the U.K. Games 
Pak III is now available for 
£14.98 from Timeless Soft 
ware. Considering the U. 
prices quoted above we feel 
that our prices represent a 
considerable saving 
Ian Martin, Timeless Soft- 
ware, West Lothian, 

Commodore 
owes it tous 
With reference to F. E. 
Wilke’s letter, After Sales 
Shock, regarding the 
Strange’ attitude of Com- 
modore towards things 

ng outside its 
period, While 

I'm not an expert on con- 
sumer law, correct me if lam 
wrong, but doesn’t the pur- 
chaser’ deal only with the 
retailer and not the 
manufacturer? 

Also, 1 think the law 
infers that an item must bein 
functioning order for a 
reasonable period of time, 
which for most things is 
taken as being a year. An 
electronic component such 
as a RAMpack, unless it is 
“abused”, should last and 
beexpected to last for longer 
than the 12 month “war- 

” period. As only a 
** (perhaps only 10 per 

cent) have been returned to 
Commodore as being faulty 
surely it could be mag- 
naminous and exchange the 
item in question, as its 
warranty is not legally 
binding. 
P.M. Volsing, St Neots 





SOFTWARE REVIEWS
 

venturing 
into some 
adventures 
You are alone in a ca! 

forest /a space ship. . id tenat's 
how adventures begin. Our 

reviewers freed themselves to 
bring you these reports 

Lost city atiowed, such as Walk NOT Lo 
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commands 

ended in rooms 1 cannot leave as 5 atences are 

pragon 52 ere“aoor is locked — most Some short sentence 

. Gi rly pleasant 

Dragon Data, Margam, Port and the cassettes wey presented 

Dragon West Glamorgan SAI3_ jn a video type bow The booklet 

2PE of instructions is adequate 

‘A KD graphic adventure set in adventures you Tay find this 10 

Space. You are in an alien your Taste, | must confess that t 

Afiveship and are at last freed 
slaveship Agel. Your object is to trapped in a locked fo for the 

leave the ship, The crew thas umpteenth time, It will be a long 

leaveypeared but there are time before tty agsit 

Fembots’ roaming around whose 
fim is to prevent you from 
Escaping. Af assortment of 
Objects has left behind. You must 
Aiscover those you need as you {instructions 

search the levels and chambers, 
playability 

arch the rispymiearrow keys. APN 
ee 

There are several commands, value for money sein 

most of which can be reduced 
(08 x} 

single letter. 

freasure you 80 UP 

ceM 
+ 

there are ‘different thi 
sing 

joystick 
there the shines ae POSES 

pss, 452 Stoney Stanton Ro, 

Fpventry CV6 SDC 
poner 

yeal of 
insinove the addictive SPRL 

not Heat will draw you back rime 

‘ind time agai 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
Malue for money 

colour. 
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NEW FROMTHE 
GAME LORDS! 

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS COMMODORE 64 SIX GREAT NEW GAME: ANT ATTACK* 6.950) PURPLE TUATLES* 7.950 ‘Sandy White Mark & Richard Moore 
GAMES DESIGNER" 14.951) AQUAPLANE* 7.950 John Hols John Holis & Steve Hickman FROM QUICKSILVA.... Jsisisco- sass gncor eon Indescomp Mc Clemont & Fred Preston COMMODORE 64 48K SPECTRUM TRAXX* 6.950 QUINTIC WARRIOR’ 7.950 Jett Minter’Salamander STING 64 £7.95 DRAGONS BANE £6.95 } GripAUNNEn” 6.950 ULTISYNTH' 14.950 Author: Anton Hinxman Authors: M. Hitenrl) Jett Minter i ‘Nalin Sharma 

Hive-cave action! P. Hunt, R. Rose, || SMUGGLERS COVE" 6.95 Barton nesce help Bore Sines BBC PROGRAMS 
defending the hive. Fight off — Amythical graphic VEENCH STAI 6.950 i eMandes ‘ 
the invading swarms, battle adventure in the dark and y STRATEGY® MINED OUT* 6.950 the bees and defend your deadly halls of Earthstone fj 30 STRATEGY’ ee Oe now Alan Resi Queen! Castle. Battle Dragons, XADOM" 6.950 BEEBART't 14.950 Vampires, Sphinx, Zombies, 9 sxe Moscott Dave Mendes : 
COMMODORE 64 Skeletons, Gryphons and AQUAPLANE* 7.950 PROTECTOR 7.950 
BUGABOO (THE FLEA) _ other legendary beasts to John Hollis ‘Andy Green 

5 rescue the beautiful Princess] 2x.81 PROGRAMS aie 6.960) 
aioe Indescomp Paula. QS DEFENDA 3.950 MUSIC PROCESSOR Itchy action! 48K SPECTRUM Nick Lambert Andy Witiams 14.950) 
Jump your way out of the QS ASTEROIDS 3.950 
caves with Bugaboo the flea FRED £6.95 John Hols VIC20 PROGRAMS 
but beware of the fearsome Author; Indescomp QS INVADERS 3.950 TORNADO 
Dragon as you jump around Action beneath the Dave Edwards = ta 
the ee vegetation, Pyramids! QS SCRAMBLE 3.950 my YAY K 

Fearless Fred the Intrepid 48 7 TRADERt Neosat 
48K SPECTRUM Archaeologist searches the PIXEL 
RAYMOND BRIGGS’ creepy catacombs below the PIXEL POWER 7.950 

THE SNOWMAN 6.95 ‘OTOL, - Autor David hen, ibe rasras a So Cay “rani nocnam around episodes of Raymond Monstrous mummies, Bh Waker 8.950) 
Briggs’ amazingly successful 9hastly ghosts, bats DRAGON Book and rats! PROGR GM 

48K SPECTRUM tacansen ne few 
ANT ATTACK £6.95 NOW OFFERING 4 aserian juthor: Sandy White 

Battle the rae in the soft AN EVEN GREATER MINED OUT’ 6.950 i solid 3D city of Antescher. | RANGE! RES ok 
+ SUPPLIED INA 
BOX WITH BOOKLET 

Quicksiiva games are available from: 
Boots, W.H. Smiths, J. Menzies, 
‘Microdealer, HMV, Hamieys, John 

Lewis, Computers for All and 
ail reputable specialist 
‘computer stockists, 

All games marketed exclusively by Quicksilva Limited. 
Please send me the games | have ticked. 
enclose cheque/P.O. for 
Send to Quicksilva Mail Order, P.O Bors, = Wimborne, Dorset BA21 7PY. 
Telephone: (0202) 891744 
Name. 
Le See. 

WARNING: These programs are sold according to 
QUICKSILVA Li's terms of trade and conditions of sale. Copies: |are available on request. 



PRESENTS 4 
A CHRISTMAS SELECTION FOR SLEUTHS, SCREWBALLS, 

SLIMY WORMS OR SCHOLARS 

EASTWOODMANOR SCREWBALL 
FOR USE WITH A BBC MICRO MODEL B FOR USE WITH ANY ZX SPECTRUM 

worm ~~" AREAS/ 

FOR USE WITH A 48K ZX SPECTRUM FOR USE WITH A BBC MICRO MODEL B 

ANY OF THESE £ 5- 9 5 INCLUDING P & P VAT 
GAMES FOR JUST AND A LIFETIME GUARANTEE 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME TEL: (0438) 726155 

PROGRAMMERS! IF YOU HAVE MARKETABLE PROGRAMS WE SHOULD BE TALKING TO EACH OTHER 

TO POLARSOFT LTD PLEASE SUPPLY —___ 

ENTERPRISE HOUSE I ENCLOSE CHEQUE/PO FOR 

ELDER WAY NAME — : . 

STEVENAGE ADDRESS _ 

HERTS SG1 1TL 

WARK“! 
(se 
AUER 

a La 

‘Super 3D arcade action Invaders will test yo. 
ordination to their limits. 8 rippling colour Invader screens of 
increasing difficulty with keyboard controlled 3D laser movement 
and fire sequence. (Brain required) £6.95, 

DRAGON 32 
MRC £6.50 Fruit £4.95 @ Look and Learn £4.95 @ Pontoon £4.95 
Missile Command £4.95 ¢ Graphics Demonstrator £4.95 Reg aL ehal STICUSR eNCOEON 
Tango Foxtrot 01 £6.50 © Space Crystal £6.95 pName 

Address 
ORIC1 48K ! 
Oricle (Smart Oric) £6.95 Flight Simulator £6.95 ¢ Super 
Fruit £6.95 Space Crystal £6.95 eee eee ee ee eee 
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As my regular readers will know, I recently reported from the 
Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas. What you don’t know is 
that I got home with more than three shopping baskets full of 
product literature and press information, and am still in the process 
of sorting it out. It always takes a while to recover from the big 
shows, and this one was no exception. 

In the meantime, here are a few tit-bits: 

© Richard Thomas, head economic correspondent for Newsweek 
‘magazine, feels that consumer electronics is in for another boom 
‘yearso waich for expansion in all areas. He feels it is safe to expect 
the entire market to expand by 10 per cent, which means that home 
‘computers should do far better than that. 

© Koala Technologies, manufacturers of low cost high quality 
graphics input tablets, has gone into the low cost high quality light 
pen business. By using the light pen in conjunction with the 
‘graphics tablet, many people who do not have the time, ability, or 
inclination to learn programming in order to do computer graphics 
but would like 10 become involved with computer graphics will be 
able to do so. As expected, the light pen will first become available 
for the Apple He, but other versions have been announced 
‘including those for the IBM PC and PGjr and the Commodore 
‘machines. The price is expected to be under $300 with full support 
and all peripheral/interface devices included. 

© Hoping it will take them where no software company has been 
before, HES has signed Leonard Nimoy, better known as Mr. 
Spock, to be their spokesman, Beam me up HESware. 

© Feeling the pinch in the entertainment software market, 
Datasoft has introduced eight new products for home computers. 
These include versions of the arcade games Nibbler and Lost Tomb, 
both of which were based on the cinematic adventures of Bruce 
Lee, the martial arts legend, The firm is also planning to market a 
‘game based on the (in)famous TV show Dallas and on the cartoon 
character Heathcliff the cat. These games are said to feature more 
detailed play and graphics and better sound. 

© A form called Chalk Board has just announced a graphics tablet 
and a host of assorted related software, The tablet is called the 
PowerPad, and consists of a square foot of touch-sensitive material 
that connects directly to your Commodore, Atari, IBM or Apple. 
Accompanying the pad is a group of software called Leonardo's 
library. There are about 35 progrsms or so in the library, including 
such programs as PowerPad Programming Kit, a set of utilities in 
BASIC, Leo's Links, a game in which you design and then play on 
your own electronic golf course, Leonardo's LOGO, which is 
designed to make LOGO TurtleGraphics even easier to use, and 
Leonardo's 'Lectric Paintbrush, the electronic equivalent of finger- 
painting. The company has indicated that not all programs will be 
available for all computers, but it seems to me that they are making 
wide range of useful educational and graphics packages available. 
You can write to them for more details: Chalk Board Inc., 3772 
Pleasantdale Road, Atlanta, Georgia, (404) 496-0101. 

© The Basicare Persona, originally scheduled to be first available 
for the Sinclair 1000, has been made to run on the Commodore 64. 
This stand-alone expansion device should be available in April fora 
retail price of approximately $200. The device provides four 
cartridge expansion slots as well as software additions to BASIC 
and the assembler. It also allows the user to apply any of the other 
Basicare modules of which 11 are currently available. These include 
a three-voice synthesizer, a unit that can control devices attached to 
the house mains wiring, and a memory mapping device. No word 
yet on pricing of the individual program modules. 

Another boom year 
for home computers 

In this business, the difficult is done instantly 
impossible takes a bit longer — about two years in this case, 
.__ This example of “they said it couldn't be done” relates to the 
introduction of a low cost ink-jet printer by Docutel-Olivetti. The 
‘Model PR 2300s asmall, fast, and extremely quiet ink-jet printer, 
the first such to be decuted for the micro market at less than $600. 

Ink-jet printers, for those of you who are unfamiliar with the 
concept, produce a print-out in a unique manner. The head moves 
‘across the paper, moving, in some cases up to seven times, across 
‘and back to produce a single line. 

Each time a point is to be produced, a jet of dry ink is literally 
blasted onto the paper by a tough piezoelectric sparking mechanism 
made of tungsten 

Because of this mechanism, sound is virtually eliminated, 
except for a slight crackling noise, Use of this mechanism also 
eliminates the need for ribbons, 

The new printer will handle single sheets, rolls, or standard 
computer paper. The quality rivals thgt of a daisy wheel, and the 
head is adjustable, allowing the use of carbon copy forms. 

The dry ink comes in low cost snap in tubes which are com- 
pletely leak proof. Ink is available in a wide variety of colors and 
grades. For example, a black letter quality grade ink cartridge is 
expected 10 retail for approximately $3 in single quantities. 

This would amount to about half the cost of an equivalent 
ribbon for a daisy wheel and about a three quarters savings 
‘compared with many dot-matrix ribbons. 

‘An ink cartridge can be expected to print about 50,000 
characters. At the user's option, a wet-ink cartridge can be 
purchased which will offer letter quality print which cannot be told 
‘apart from a standard daisy wheel output, 

The throughput of the printer, which can print in both directions, 
varies between 90 and 110 cps, depending on type style. Switches 
Inside the printer allow sellings for normal, compressed or 
expanded, double height or width characters and single or double 
underlinging. On board hardware also allows the selection of 
reserve image and double image printing. 

The unit has a built-in power supply but does not need a fan or 
any special cooling. Type spacing can be set for 10, 12 or 1S pitch, 
and vertical spacing can be set for one sixth or one eighth inches or 
can be controlled by the software. 

The unit comes with a large 1K buffer and performs hand- 
shaking. It uses the standard Centronics parallel interface, 
Graphics-wise, the unit prints 110 points per inch horizontally and 
216 vertically. This exceeds the graphics resolution of most dot- 
matrix printers 

It weighs only about 12;pounds, is about 5 inches high, 1] 
inches deep, and 1S inches wide. Display lights indicate on/off; 
‘open case, low ink, and on/off line status. 

Keys are offered for on/off line, setting the top of the form, 
and line feed, all of which are also available under software control 
as expected. 

The alarm, indicative of failure modes, is a buzzer. Use of the 
off line switch to halt operations in order 10 change a cartridge or 
Jor some other reason will not result in any data loss. 

The maker indicates that versions are now available for North 
American and European power supplies, and can be purchased 
with different font ROMS including French, German, Japanese, 
italics, and even British (!) at extra cost. 

Speaking of cost, the printer is now being offered free of 
charge if purchased with an Olivetti computer, but it is also being 
sold separately for the incredible price of $560, including the unit 
itself, the interface hardware, the pin feed mechanism, and all other 
necessary paraphernalia. I’m contemplating purchasing one 
myself. 

Bud Izen 
Fairfield, California 
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ViIC-20 PROGRAM 

Her heart is yours... but 

can you avoid her father? 
You sities inc | hearts to you from a ledge. But 
her father is out to stop you —he 
believes his daughter deserves | YOur girlfriend must be keen on 

pero as you, or why would she drop 
hearts to you? Alan Blackham 
wrote Valentine Capers for the 

VIC-20, plus 3K of extra RAM 

If you can catch five hearts, 
without missing more than two, 
and keep away from her father 
then the two of you will live 
happily every after. 

‘The father will walk towards 
you all the time and the con- 
Sequences could be painful if you 
meet. 

asenenneneen 
VALENTINE CRPERS 
BY ALAN BLACKHAN 

7A 1964 
Dasneeneeeene 

i 20 GOSUB 9000 “REN #6 INITIALISE 44 
30 GOSUB 9500 “REN #8 INSTRUCTION 
46 GOSUB 16000 FEN #8 SET UP SCREEN 
50 Goro 109, 100 REN PEM #40008 THE GAME REN 

REM #4 (21 CURSOR DOH) 9 
F617" srigmunannnoRm ono REM #¢ Ce CURSOR RIGHT) {FVS ON] 

PRINT “ABBBBBISSCORE "SC. 
REN ## FORE CHARS TO. SCREEN #6 
POKE ¥,32: FORE V=22-32 
POKE F.32:POKE F=22,32 POKE iy 32: PORE H-22, 22 PORE M44 Ley yavevn LET Hewelat LET FeFsrn 
POKE ¥,2:POKE Yo22,1 POKE ¥430720,5 POKE ¥-22400720,5 TF HeO THEN PORE W.6 PORE W-22.5 

Frise IF TE YGF THEN Pileci IF FeFM@G181 THEN Fe TF Fav THEN 1060. 
REM #8 MOVE YOU #8 
(et Taree 13> 

THEN LET vile—t:1F YoisG141_ THEN yie2t 
If Te2L THEN LET Wiel IF Yeiseied THEN Yite-2t 

THEN Het 
THEN hete=t 
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If you go to the side of the 
screen you'll reappear on the 
other side, so if you get your 
timing right you will reach the 
falling heart before your girl- 
friend’s father. 

Valentine Capers runs on the 
VIC-20 with an additional 3K. 

Note: control characters in the 
listing are explained in lines 
above. These REMs should not 
be typed in, 

TE Hao THEN 290) 
Tf HOV AD HOV—22 AND HOOV-44 THEN 260. 7 

32a Power, 32 Heo SoasceL 1610) NO=NCet ‘POKE 36876, 120 
32 Te News. THEN 2000 
333 coro > Zee If HcBles THEN 278 
D LET Li=LI-1-1F Li=0 THEN 1000 
S FoR T=1T0100 POKE 36877, 220:POKE 36877,128 
FOREN. POKEH: 2 ; 

ASRS 

jones YOUR TEAD #eanae 

ere fem 8 (HONE) 
26S PRINT” SORRDBDDEAEONGRATULAT IONS |" 



ViCc-20 PROGRAM 

2077 ROH 4p cHowE ts CURSOR DoW 2000 PRN saamempen! 3005 Next 1 3005 REN #6 cone ce CURSOR DOW #8 Bee? PRINT 5 20 (ar0 sooo 
Stoo FEN weunee ROTHER Ome Donn Teare PRINT cis: 
‘5085 REN " = 10012. REN @@ CRED) THOME) o@ 

se 3 3 5 3 ET 

388 KEVEORRD IF REO"V"AND ASO "N"THEN 5040 

385 aa 82. eats aa 
e4NwH INITIALISE enone 20882 

Ee ? 3 = E Fa 
aan 

SHaR 
8 

Tsft6a" To 7679 POEL PeEKc1¥2S600) NEXT 1 sties 10 7619 POKEL PEEKCTo25600) cartes to riesecres)-1 pore CoA Next € 
a eae 

33 
asictd 

t 

3: 23838 DATA FOR CHARS 
Bes 3 186 185,186; 40.49, 40,49, 40, 108 186, 186,56,56,96,56,56, 108 0,255, 4,8, 16,32,64,255 9,438 6, 165: 146 186/124, 96 

65.85. 

3 3130 
3140 DATA 
3150 DATA 
3160 3 

PELEELEY 
+ PLAY TUNE seAnee: Fer 

PORE 36878.15:REN se FULL VOL 98 REN #8 FIND TUNE DATA #6 
RESTORE 

CHRISTINE 
COMPUTING Ltd 

6 Florence Close, Watford, Herts. 
(0923) 672941 

RETURN REM #8 DATA FOR TUNE #8 
Bata 195, sta, 202,409,202, 148.209, Sus DuIR 19,300,207; 140; 208,308, 3 tee 

35a bath Ser, e0,s09;16e,sis,ee0 
35eo FEN enveve INSTRUCTIONS woee TI-99/4A 
S510 PRINr'm REN wu veLLow HARDWARE 

32K Stand alone ram £125 
Arcade quality joystick £22 
Cassette interface leads — single £5.40 

—dual £6.90 

ous Compatible cassette recorder £25,95 
33 Rec + single lead £30.95 
a Rec + dual lead £31.95 
ae Atari/Commodore to TI joystick interfaces 
9578 single £6 
col dual £8.50 
ares SOFTWARE 
83 a We are able to offer our own range as well as selected 

items from Stainless Software, Tomputer, Fantasia 99 
and many more. 

For full list send S0p (refund Ist order) or 
cheque/PO with order to above address. 

Please add 50p p&p to any order under £10. 
THANK YOU. 

aa 2 

5228, 8 3 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

pragon 52 
£10.95 

Dragon Data, Margam, Port 
Talbot, West Glamorgan SA13 
2PE 

Unlike ASK’s other education 
programs, Lam less than satisfied 
that this is worthy of the title 
educational. It is a computer 
implementation of a reasonably 
good number puzzle of a long 
history. 

You chose, or have given, two 
single digit numbers and have to 
form a whole range of other 
numbers from them in order to 
save Cranky’s circuits from the 

The idea has been used in 
schools for some time but not 
‘with such a range of numbers to 
find, There are just too many to 

Let's Count 
Dragon 32 

£10.95 
Dragon Data, Margam, Port 
Talbot, West Glamorgan SA13 
2PE 

‘A suite of four nicely graded 
programs for the three-six age 
group although they could be 
Used by others, . 

Pirate Ships is simple one-to- 
one matching, Key presses are 
very simple, usually involving 
only the space bar. Space Stations 
is number recognition 
matching windows on the rocket 
to the number on the station to 
which it flies. Roll a Ball needs 
number sequencing skills too and 
has tto margin of error. A single 
mistake means starting again. In 
Which Way the child must 

hom: 

again 

schoolsoft, 
ay tHeath, ‘

Birmingham B38 

opY ‘All have. ae 
¥ jlable merit through | feel te ear

ching 

cis, set is also availapre more exciting 1a ra Hj 

indi daigverygoodvaiue (Siren beg 1 play. THES Ny 
way to buy, ¢ § parents, however. 

money and yndard form of Wi appeal te ood first purchase 
‘resentation and teacher (Parent) Toy 
Pontrol which make them very 

easy to Use 
ities are: Monster, basic 

oa 

tl aiithmette practice: 
Wordsort, practice | it 

a 

Nordeusation of word lists 
et 

alphabermoot 2 and Shoot 3, all instruction 
ast 

Shoot, Shoot mat of a space ease of we sa 

tse er game to cover the four display 
Signs, practice 
jess than and 
equations: 

recognition of 

rales of number; 
in greater than 
equality 0 
Whichword, 

involving ¢ 

rather poor st 
Treasure, 2 ve 
ordinate game. 

rangeof skill and abilities
. 

value for money 

provide interest for younger 
children. 

There is very little teaching or 
error correction, although it is 
very well error trapped. I really 
cannot see how anyone would 
‘want to subject a child to such a 
boring treatment of such a simple 
idea. Mathis is an exciting subject 
and should be taught as such. 

| would advise parents to be 
very sure their children need 
plenty of number crunching 
practice before using this 
program. Very disappointing 
from such a forward-thinking 
software house. 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

compare groups of objects and 
see which is the larger to decide 
which track to send them down, 

In all, very well thought-out 
and programmed, both 
educationally viable and 
progressive. Unfortunately, it is 
seriously let down’ by 
documentation. ASK, which 
wrote the program, usually has 
excellent colour manuals, but this 
isnot trueof the Dragon package. 
At least two pages of instructions 
are missing making it rather 
difficult to use. This should be 
dealt with by Dragon 
immediately! D.C 

instructions 30% 
ease of use 90% 
display 0% 
value for money 90% 

kk kk * 

5; Estimate, 
“estimate of length 

Hangman rst a standard, Hang 
ry flexible €O- 

jo pho! 

most parents and cover 
a wide 

Class will 
come to 
order... 

Five new educational programs 
are give their marks by our 

examiners. Are they 
worthwhile for use in your 

family? 

suid step. iy othe ily. 
there are acts 1 elie ate? {HEXAMMIes are oct 88 thay ens, Variety. lo hours. nares attng with lke this ONE expects af ack Program a 

° 
shoul 

documentaticg ei ihe Program themsevard «(Ted the 

K Spectrum 
£9.95 

Sinclair, Stanhope Rd, 
Camberley, Surrey GUIS 3BR. 

degrees. 
This means poles can be 

orientated for either attraction or 
repulsion and if another magnet is 
attracted the two strengths are 
added. If you repel your 
‘opponent's larger magnets off the 
board then that adds to your 

The aim is to give 
understanding of the basic 
principles of magnetism. That’s collection. 
as maybe, but the result is avery 1am. certain younger players 
playable game too. will find it’ fascinating. 

h player starts with 10 
“pawn’ magnets on the grid, each 

ing a magnetic strength of 1, 
with a reserve bank of 25 ‘pawns’ 
of the same strength. Each also 
larger magnets, A,B,C,D and E, 
with magnetic strengths of 2,3,5,9 
and 13 respectively. The north 
pole of one set is green and the 
other magenta, with the south 
pole of each set in white. Each 
*pawn’ can be moved up, down, 

Instructions are given ina bookl 
supplied. Compared with games 
of a similar calibre this one is 
overpriced, butit’sunique. B.B 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

kk Kk 
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UnlockYour 
Bat 

| [TECHNICAL] scope is a fully structured 
DETAILS | multitask language specifically 

» yk AVERY POWERFUL, TRUE 
MULTITASK LANGUAGE 

“tk AS FAST AS MACHINE CODE 

SIMPLER THAN BASIC 

Write Machine Code in a 
_ fraction of the time currently 
required 

4 __ SCOPE is available from 
+ most good quali 

_ dealers and selected 
branches of 

’ ° WHSMITH 

games erat 
details df how to get | 

for writing graphics, animation and sound. 

Being fully compatible with BASIC it is ideal for 

writing both arcade and adventure style games. 
Additionally, with SCOPE present in high memory 
it can be used as an assembler with SCOPE words 

as plain language mnemonics. Therefore no 
knowledge of machine code is required. 
The language is extremely easy to 
comprehend and is very powerful 
indeed providing many features 
not available from BASIC. 

SCOPE HAS TO BE USED 
TO BE BELIEVED 

48K SPECTRUM 



DITTO DATA LTD 

ATTENTION ALL TOP PROGRAMMERS ! ! 

YOUR BEST AND ONLY THE BEST MACHINE CODE GAME 
PROGRAMS FOR COMMODORE 64 — VIC 20 — B.B.C. 

‘ AND SPECTRUM. 

WE WILL ENSURE YOUR PROGRAM HAS MAXIMUM 
SALES SUPPORT, WITH OUR LARGE DEALER AND 
MARKETING NETWORK. 

OUR OWN LARGE INHOUSE DUPLICATING 
OF TAPES AND DISCS. 

Contact: NEW PROJECTS DIRECTOR 
DITTO DATA LTD. 
CORNER HOUSE 
6-8 THE WASH 
HERTFORD 
SG1 41PxX 

Telephone: HERTFORD 554474/554484 

DRAGON 32/64 SOFTWARE 
The highly acclaimed PERSONAL BANKING SYSTEM 
includes the following features: 
* Permanent records of your Bank Account 
* Single or sequential pages of entries 

‘Automatic posting of standing orders 
Full search facility with on-screen correction of any 
item 
Full instructions and demonstration file included 
Additional Bank Reconciliation module included to 
match your PBS items automatically with your Bank 
Statement 

+ PLUS after sale maintenance 
PRICE: £12.00 (cassette and manual) 

£15.00 enhanced DRAGON DISC version (but 
excluding Bank Reconciliation mod- 
ule at present). 

UTILITIES 1 — Three machine code programs in one: 
* CASSETTE CATALOGUE 
* COMPRESS (removes all REMS and spaces from 

BASIC programs) 
* COPY (makes backup copies of most BASIC and MC 

programs) 
PRICE: £5.00 (cassette) 
DISASSEMBLER — all in machine code — 
Prints to either Screen or Printer in Hex and Mnemonics 
PRICE: £5.00 (cassette) 
32 MEMORY MAP — Over 9 A4 pages of memory 
locations in the DRAGON system 
PI 5.00 (booklet) 

Hilton Computer Services Ltd HILTON COMPUTER [2208335 Axalon Rod 
Orpington, K 

SERVICES i ecverasny 
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NO INTERFACE!! 
SPECTRUM-STICK 

£9-9 Peis 48K or 16K 
CLIP-ON 

MECHANICALLY OPERATES: 
‘THESE CURSOR KEYS 

fH CIS 
TO GIVE PRECISION 
& AXIS CONTROL YET 
LEAVES ONE HAND FREE 
FOR OPERATING OTHER KEYS 
NO CONNECTIONS ~ REAR SOCKETS FREE 
ESSENTIAL FOR ‘COCKPIT’ TYPE PROGRAMS 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 
0603 870852 (24 hour) 

IF YOU HAVE ONE OF THESE TITLES— YOU NEED = 
ATOCATAC —FLUGHTSIMULATION MISSILE DEFENCE —_SPECTRAPEDE 
‘AIRLINER FRoaGy MONSTERSINHELL VENTURE 
BEDLAM GNASHER MORRIS MEETS BIKERS VU 3D 
BONKERS GOLD RUSH NIGHT FUGHT 30 DESERT PATROL 
ByTER WIGHRISE HARRY PARATROOPERS 30 MAZE OF GOLD 
‘CHOPPER RESC. KNOTIN3D pucorr 30 TUNNEL 
CORRIDORS OF LAST SUNSET. ROAD RUNNER 30 VORTEX 

P FROG. ROBON 
EARTH DEFENCE MAZE ROBOT PANIC PLUS ALL OTHER, 
& \AZEDEATHRACE SPLAT USER DEFINED KEY 
FIGHER PLOT — MINED OUT STONKERS 
WHY WASTE MONEY ON ESPENSIVE INTERFACES?? 

INVEST IN THE DIRECT ACTION SPECTRUM-STICK 
TO: Grant Design Ltd., Bank House, Reepham, Norfolk NR10 4JJ 

Please rush me a Spectrum:Stick Controller. 
lenclose cheque/PO for £9.95 (payable to Grant Design Ltd) 
Please chargemy Access -Visa__—_Credit Card Number 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

POST CODE 
Hew. 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Ready for 
some more 
zapping? 

We asked our revi 
exercise their HOT octal 

Here ae Sek necsiccs nav 
new games eg 

Microdeal, 41 Truro 
Austell, Cornwall PL2S SJE 

If your trigger fins 
little rusty,, her 

exercise 
The concept is simple ~ 

‘burns or crushes 

laden vultures, 
jevels have a nasty 

And if you've been quick € 

Microdeal’s 
the Sproings. 

answer 10 

Fairground 
32K BBC £7.95 

Superior, Dept BMI, 69 Leeds 
Rd, Bramhope, Leeds 

and. will sometimes drop down 
neal itl bullets. However, it 

a sibte to shoot them inthe act 
for more pos 
eSES ek a bom. 
fewween cach in which the object 
pete it a. golliwog figure and 
W event it from reaching the edge 

Graphics and sound are used 
vers wall but the sound can be 
Velatng after a while, It is 
ovale to reduce it slightly atthe 
ost of a bullet 

An original and amusing 
variation on conventional 
Shooting games. Instead of aliens 
Gropping from space, cartoon 
shapes, move, across while a 
airground tune plays. 
‘fea control a bave atthe foot 

of the sereen and have a limited 
Supply of bullets with which tohit  AT% Oy looking for 

Sit ihe target shapes which move SUSE and slightly diffe 

all the lara eiitting, certain’ srcace sie, Bune need 

eae a Titeran vec extra, ORCI ; 

Bullets, and it is also possible to 
gain bonus points by spelling out 
the game title from letter targets 
hit in the correct order 

Purple faces called Smileys 
hop about at thetop of the screen, 

instructions 
playability 

there's 

Svalde 
artic Main St, Brandesburton 

Driffield, Yorks 

Mothership. 
otheesyou must reach the 

copivol pod, avoiding musty 

Sneanies, jumping Over 

the floor, and using 
an.cleyat°r 

a scanner, 

fortmppear, Bul, ike the mene 

alsosnot harm you. Shooting 

them adds to your points 

Devil Assault
 

Dragon 32, 
joystick £8 

Rd, St 

*s getting & 
s an excellent 

few shootz'em game to give it 

if it 
moves, shoot it, before it bombs, 

you. You start 

Rith a couple of screens of bomb: 
which at highé 

habit 
‘plitting into two when bit, then 
seve on 10 trigger-happy robots 

instructions 
80%. 

playability 
959% 

ough graphics 
90% 

Value for money 90% 
ese draw the final delight is 

“Zebedee 
‘Oh, and there's the 

Devil himself, armed with a 

cauldron of flaming oil. 
Graphics and sound are very 

good, joystick control excellent 
gor instructions clear and 

abmprehensive, though & 
Saugnifying glass would be handy 

Torthe small print. You have 3 

(Mice of three screen colours and 
ch levels of difficulty, the lowes! 

BF hich was quite hard enough 

for me. 
The one slight bug 1 found was 

that the high-score has a habit of 

Uisappearing, but that’s very 

dave fault. If you enjoy this kind 
ty game then 1 can thoroughly 

‘ot recommend this one. M-N- 

im: reaches 

reach the pod you 

move onio the third phase, the 
jonie base, wher 

disposed of 
energy Lorpedor: 
you return to first 
higher difficulty level 

eich use is made of sound, 

graphics and movement Ot 

eretatially this is an amalgam of 

ail the old favourites 

phase at a 

VR. 

80% 
instructions 75% 
playability 

15% 
graphics 

Be 
graph 

70% 
value formoney 
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‘How it works 
10-40 print title, instructions 
50 screen colours 
74 sets user graphic A 
80 print planet surface 
110-142 plays first tune 
150-220 main loop 
2000-2100 plays second tune 
2200-2400 print score, replay 

option 
9999 DATA, 

Lander is a game which calls for 
careful movement. One slip will 
result in disaster. 

You are in control of 24 space- 
ships and and you have to land as 
many as possible on the craggy, 
cratered planet surface. 

Move with 
care around 
the rugged 
rocks... 

Gently does it that's the way 

Hints on conversion 
‘The program should run on a 16K 
ZX81 if the following alterations 
‘are made: 
Delete lines 10, 50, 74, 105, 110, 
120, 130, 140, 141, 142, 180, 190, 
200, 2000, 2100 and delete the 
colour commands in line 20. 
Add: 
160 PRINT AT a,p; 
161 1F PEEK (PEEK 16398 + 

256 * PEEK 16399) = CODE 
‘= "* THEN GOTO 5000 

1621F PEEK (PEEK 16398 + 
256 * PEEK 16399) less than 
or greater than CODE **"* 
THEN GOTO 2000. 

5000 PRINT AT a, p; “A” 
5100 NEXT Z 

to win with William Mitchell's 
game of Lander for either 

Control is by'the 5 and 8 keys 
and the game will work on either 

Spectrum. There's 24 ee oaniewe 
spaceships to bring down, —_| achievea by “pressing A in 

and it's not easy enkicnnce 

POOH YAMANE a5 Lander in action, with three spacecraft already safely down 
44 9 

USR." Bap 90 LET p=35. 
25 Bunt To_2 
2 = wa Gea1- 9541-8 16.924 

‘. ~ 120 FOR a=0 TO 7: BEEP VAL a$ii 

vs Tre obsect (4 To 8): LET ag=as 

INT INK fi r 
of OBR Zame is tO pitot your 135 

o the tang 240 
fleet of e 242 

ane se ove | | 388 8 
ing pads s 160 crashes Ler a 

when a 3hiP cra 17@ PR a 
Ly controt 480 IF z 

the oa? IF 32 THEN GO TO 2 

U2 gr be sRge ae Biles "wReeS || Ste Bay ugh sz2 72m R 
4 

” *Bause @. ppapER 1: BORDER @ 2th ber Pp =P + CINKEY $=" : eg: ae 
Cones 3 220 N 

2000 LET a$="4 1 9 1 9 .759 
.259 a 13 .7511 .259 a 6 

2756 .254 3 5 * 
2102 FOI a=@ TO 10: LET gsAL ae 
c T 3): LET w=VAL a$i4 TO 6373 

iuls) LET agsas(7 TO >: NE 
erro] 

oD 
9 

2 PRINT AT 10.7. PLAY A 
1 j2scores “jz 

HEN GO TO Ba 
HEN STOP 
1@2,BIN @Q2013 
@1211110,51 

412,BIN o410 
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A SOFTWARE 
PILOT YOUR SPACE CRAFT THROUGH THE SIX DEFENCE 
SECTORS AND DESTROY THE COMMAND MODULE OF 

THE COBRON EMPIRE. ALL M/C BLOCKBUSTER, 

AILABLE FOR COMMODORE 64 & VIC 20 

] JS. £7.95 

Po 

od 
RAMMING MIS 
TOWARDS YOU, — 

_ 29 WEST 
Mail Order: 

8:HIGH S 
24 HOUR CREDO 
PAYMENT BY. 
50p POST & F 



Forget today's 
maze games. 

Here comes Orecman... 
Variables 

rian ane (Wat ie) 
Orcman is a few generations 
removed from the maze-type —_ || SPP ppsiionsof Orcman 

games of today. But let Alasdair | | 13.k% shos2posiions 
Jarvie, who wrote the program ae 5 reman’s predecessors have 

for Oric, explain eaten all the power bills, so he 
can't gobble up the ghosts. 

He has to eat the dots without 
bumping into a ghost; in fact you 
only need to eat 125 dots. 

The ghosts have also changed. 
Now they are workaholics and lay 
dots. But they don't like inter- 
ruptions. If you interrupt them 
it’s the end for you, 

If you make it and finish a 
screen the game sends you to 
another screen. 

To add some more tension 
there is a time limit. 

‘Use the cursor keys to guide 
Oreman. And good luck... 

a 

2 ae 
sSeekeees 
Bo 3 a 2 

Oreman is set far into the future, 
Jong after all today's maze-game 
characters have withered away. 

The ghosts are fed up with 
chasing Oreman and only have 
the occasional snack. 

"Hints on conversion 

ee ‘S10 IFGHis1 THEW Gosue 1618 
if H H i 

PELEEE: 

EEEES 

aH 

Brrerre 
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1270 1F GHIM2THEN GoSUP 1900 1200 IF GHi=sTNEN oOSUE. 1998. 1290 GuaMINT (RND(1) 04) ¢ IFONSMOTHEN GOSU 2008 

1330 PLor 25,0. tae Tineatine: 350 TIMES=CEFT#(STRECTINE) .3) 

14a irasscume (11) THEN GOTO 
1430 Goro 1160 

SOR ALD=1)=ASC(rg" THEN OnOei Pretzs THEN Coro 58 1308 PLOT-A,u,". "sPLOT C.D," 191 Bek-21Deb-2 1528 PLOT A.B,o¥:FLOT C.D.we {Sse OnI-INT imDti) 94) sFrant=@TEN GoSUe 1728 1540 IFONI=1THEN GOSU 1618 

1570 GroWtnT NOt) e4) 4 IFONE=@THEN GOSUE 2908 ote 

1638 TIMEESCEFT# (STRE (TIMED ,3) 
tea Lor 35,0, Tunes teoe PLOT ere teen PLOT Sere aesveve i000 Traescrne: teva Iraeccrme(9) THEN GOTO 808 10a iraeccyne (16) THEN GOTO 1168 ite gore 140 

110 Ren sees onoT ~ RIOHT 1828 TF ‘SchN (E+?) maSc a") THENRETURN 
fase IF somtesa\p) case t+) Trenne Tun =) taenooTo39e8 
1098 PLOT Eye". S4PLOT GH," = inee Emes21 00062 S078 PLOT E,F,Ee:PLOTO,MARE 
ioe PLOT E°2,F, "be" PLOT O-2)My"a0" 4098 RETURN 1908 REM sees GOST ~ Dow 
1918 IF ‘Schwto, Net) ease =a") Trenme TURN 
1938 IF ScRN(G,Het}mAsct=J=) THENOOTOZIe® 
19a PLOT Eyre! “4PLOT GH," ™ iose Forszsiiete 1968 PLOT E\FyERePLOT O.H Ke 1970 PLOT E\Pot,"a0"#PLOT ey 

TF SCANUE Fo1)eAGC (on) THENRETURN. Zeze IF ScRnte,P-1) aaBc tt) THeNCOTOS7ee Base PLOT Eyy* “APLOT GM," dase For-zitiet-2 358 PLOT EyFyERLPLOT O.H,Re 2aee PLOT O,Mei,"be"FPLOT 0,M+2,"a0* 2070 RETURN 
Zeon REM sees GHOST-2- LEFT 
Jove TFacmn (1-193) -ASC("a-) THENETURN 2tee IFSCRN 1=1 J) -ABC(-g") THENRETURN Bite Trace (t-1,3) onset) THENOOTOSFO® 
2ize Por t,3"" "sPLOT yy” 2130 t=t-2inak 
2148 PLOT 1,J,EsxLOTE,L.Re 2150 PLOT 152,9,"me" PLOT Ke2,L, 3ise RETURN 2178 hem sees OHOST-2~ RIGHT 3109 LFscRN 142.0) aSC("a") THENRETURN 2198 Ipecrn (12213) asc ("4") TheMReTURW 2200 IFGCRN( 10213) =aSC(™)-) THENOOTORIOS 
Bote por 1,9,"" ~sPLOT Kyl,” = Zero tatsautnne 2280 PLOT 1yJ,ES:PLOT KsL RS tO, DENEPLOT R=2aL 
2iee REM seee GHOST-2- DOWN + 
2278 IF SCRN: +1) ASC (~a") THENRETURN 2200 Irscrn in, st)oasc 42) 1HeNmeTiRN 2290 TFScANGE ILoL) oasc(=3~) THENODTOS IO 

1)sASC C1") THEN GOYDS9e8 

3.3,15,15,63,63,51,51 

3.3415, 12,68,68403 63, $n 

[THE OBJECT OF THE GAME 18 TO EAT THE 3)7DOTS REFORE. THE TIME RUNS OUT ON '3{terone. THe @wOSTS CAT YOU = YOU ARE ORHAN. 
THe HOSTS Ane 

The GHOSTS LAY DOTS WHILE RUNING = REMEMBER YOU NAVE OMY. 3:22," To eat te pore’ 
Foot 51341 press ay bey = 
FOR aeitose ey 

BOF DATA 143434345454 4541 4241446, 360 5496 T FTTH T OH Daly 

Micro Tip 
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ORIC — SOFT 

ORIC-1 Arcade Action 
GALACTIC DEFENDER Only you remain between the alien 
‘swarm and complete domination of the Universe. Youcan'thopeto 
win (!) ut you might make a posthumous entry into the Hall of 
Fame (M/C — Full colour and sound — pract 

TOADY Kamikaze amphibian — dying to get home. Super M/C 
graphics — Hi-score — Menu driven, 

ANACONDA The largest snake 
information — Hall of Fame) 

Family Games 
MASTERMYNDE (OhNo...Not Again!) Oh Yes. butthis time 
a super deluxe version with timer, 9 levels of difficulty, soung, 
Scoreboard etc, as reviewed in ‘Weeklies 

yet to survive! (Hi-score — 

CLICK Addictive dice game, but riéeds e: 
and judgement... great for parties (up to 8 players; 
the ‘men’ out from the--boys'! 

All tapes are £4.95 each. SAE for fulll list. PO/Cheques should be 
made payable to 

Headfield Technology Ltd., 
Lock Street, Savile Town, 
Dewsbury, West Yorkshire. 

Professionalize Your 
Home Computer Installation 

With a Yodo Be10ie; semper ote 
Trolley “The most versatile workstation is 

(Computer Extra) 

The “YOJO” Desk Trolley includes 
‘many features not found on. 
Conventional cabinets and unfolds an 
attractive design that will enhance any 

“Just look at these feature 
1.Contains your computer and tape 
unit 
2 Portable T.V./V.0.U. and/or 
ise drive 
3 All cables, leads, transformers and 
Connectors neatly and safely out of 
Sight, while allowing all units to remain 

;nently connected. 
run castors which glide easily 

‘enabling the Desk Trolley to be 
transported from room to room, Just 
pull into or out of use as required. 
'5 Smart wood finish effect combined 
with neutral beige powder coated steo! 
‘shelving or matt black trolley, State 
‘Sapele or Rosewood when ordering 
6 Supplied as a flat pack, very simple 
‘assemble with only a screwdriver, full 
instructions supplied, 

Measurements: Height 34%” Width 27%" Depth 21” Weight 17Kg 
RETAIL PRICE Inc. VAT & STORAGE BIN £46.95 

(Registered Design) 

YQgO pesigns 
Clantield, Hants 
Telephon 
(0705) 593784 (24 hr.) 

DUCKWORTH 
HOME COMPUTING 

anew series 
Allbooks written by Peter Gerrard, former editor of Commodore Computing 
International, author oftwo top-selling adventure games for the Commodore 
664, or by Kevin Bergin. Both are regular contributors to Personal Computer 

‘News, Which Micro? and Software Review. 
USING THE COMMODORE 64 Peter Gerrard 

A complete look at the latest home computer from Commodore Business 
‘machines. Starting with arefresher course in Basic Programming, it moves on 
through machine code, before considering in great detail sprites, graphics 
‘and sound. A section on peripherals, and then the heart of the book: an 

‘in-depth look at the chips that make it work, including the 6581 Sound. 
Interface Device and the 6866 Video Controller Chip, as well as the heart of 
the computer, the 6510, The comprehensive appendices cover the full Basic 

‘and Machine Code Instruction sets, as well as several useful reference 
tables, and a complete machine code assembler disassembler listing, 

Personal Computer News said: “In this case, we are dealing with a gem of 
‘a book. It deserves a place on the bookshelves of every 64 user whether 

beginner or expert” 
Available now £9.98 

‘THE BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO COMPUTERS AND 
COMPUTING Peter Gerrard 

‘Written for the person who knows absolutely nothing about computers, this 
book introduces you gently to this exciting and fast-moving world. It guides 
you through the history of computers into the 1980s and introduces you to 
‘many of the personalities who dictate how computers will develop in the 

future, It comes complete with a glossary of computing terms, including all 
the often used "buzz words’, and even an ‘alternative’ computer glossary. 

Available now £6.35 
(ther titles in the series include Sprites & Sound on the 64, 12 Simple 
Electronic Projects for the VIC, Will You Still Love Me When I'm 64, 

Advanced Basic & Machine Code Programming on the VIC, Advanced 
Basic & Machine Code Programming on the 64, as well as Pocket 
Handbooks for the VIC, 64, Dragon, Spectrum and BBC Model 8. 

Waite in for a descriptive leaflet (with details of cassettes) 

Selb 
DUCKWORTH 

‘The Old Piano Factory, 43 Gloucester Crescent, London NW1 7DY 

=) 

‘Tel: 01-485 3484 
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A.J. DENNING 
(DUPLICATORS) 

QUALITY CONTROLLED CASSETTE DUPLICATING 

QUALITY & SERVICE AT COMPETITIVE RATES 

QUALITY 
Constant Stringent checks Made Throughout 

Production. 

SERVICE 
Despatched Normally Within 10 Days From Receipt 

Of Master. 

PRICE 
C10 From 28p Including Case. 
C15 From 31p Including Case. 

CONTACT US NOW FOR YOUR PERSONAL QUOTATION. 

Ad. DENNING (DUPLICATORS) 

19 The Crescent, 
Henleaze, 
Bristol. 
Tel (0272) 623267 BS9 4RW 



TI-99/4A PROGRAM 
Are you ready to save the world 
again? Texas Invaders’ Revenge 
is a more sophisticated follow-up 
to my earlier program, published bape Sine c="! tosavethe | = vaders (what else?). are available, prefixed with 

et sealer tease world fast veghger ee ee 9 eee romney ac = CALL CHAR defines character 30, 410-580 define characters witha 16-digit hex string rom 440-160 define colours by eight grid. Other | 170.370 setup ie ereen machines will use.a diferent '50 set up Variables 

and mothe ship fring 
1080-1120 1130-1170 move laser 

‘base up, down 
1180-1280 invader hit routine, 

rest variables for invader 
movement and laser range, 

if invader is same column as 
ny 

1340-1370 sound if invader is in 
‘same column, go to game end 

it’s your turn 

390-668 insructions? CAL 
See screen, position festa Sea SSS colour of character ire tate Naot bse * CALL HCHAR (row, column, 
$40/1070 detect kes presses,|| DO YOu remember Eric Liddell's pelea ocean A 

Fandomise vader movement Texas Invaders program in pe es dep aie 
HCW? Here's the follow-up, a 
more sophisticated program 
called (guess what?) Texas 

eases Invaders’ Revenge. It runs on variable) similar t0 a sereen 1290-1330 shorten laser range if P EK ha 
invader moves forward, check the unexpanded TI-99/4A Giver the ASCht cage ar ic 

‘Hints on conversion 
‘TI BASIC is fairly standard with 

method. 

{ied ‘and optionally, repeats 
\aracter horizontally. 

CATE VEHAT similar 10 
HCHAR but repeats charac. 
ter vertically 

CALL GCHAR (row, column, 

caliSOUND iDEN) iv 
este of duration, freqeney 

routine CALL CLEAR Fand volume V. Three sounds | 
1380-1480 mother ship Tire] || 2@ CALL SCREENC2> Sen Cee DES rou i Fi 
1460-1610; by mother ship| || 32 CALL CAnRe 120. "Seee2s2ssssnieec" > If you get in its way it’s tough 

routine, go to end routine 15, luck, the world’s doomed. But 1620-1690 another mothership] || S@ CALL COLORC2, 1@,2> soucuataivea abla vacale: 
fire routine 6@ CALL COLOR(3,6,2) Your laser has an automatic T700 stop until “break” en-||] 7@ CALL COLORC4,6,2> range adjuster so the invader is 

1710-1800 another game? @2 FOR Ie5 10.8 never out of range. 
1810-1880 sound for negative| || 9@ CALL COLORCI, 14,2) If you score a hit you get 10 

answer, end 1@@ NEXT I points and the invader returns to 
1900-2100 instructions, return to] || 119 CALL CoLOR¢S.3,2> Its side of the screen and starts 
main program 120 CALL COLOR(1@,5,2) again. If you allow it to reach the 

$98 CALL COLORC11,5,25 same column as you then it's 
It runs on the standard|| {4a CALL COLORC12,16,2) tough luck for you, 

TI-99/4A, > Keys E and X move up and 15@ CALL COLOR(13,7,2) ; a You control alaser base at the |} 46@ CALL COLORC16,10,2) down respectively and you fire 
extremeleft of the screenand you |} 1$ me wah ed with the full stop or greater than 
can only move up and down. 178 He TEX! symbol keys. 

The invader starts off on the|} 182 Feé 
right and moves up and down at |] 19@ GOSUB 299 ; 
random, slowly advancing on 200 AGe' INVADERS" 
you. 219 Pas 

It is under the protection of its |] 22@ GOSUB 299 
mother ship which occasionally |] 230 A REVENGE" 
takes pot shots at you with one of 240 P=8 
its two powerful lasers. 

FOR I=1 TO 49a 
NEXT TI 
GOTO 390 
FOR T=t TO LENCAS> 
CALL HCHARCP. 1, ASCCSEGSC AS, I NEXT I 

@ GOSUB 299 

CHARC 97 
CHARC 98. 
CHARS 194 
CHARC 105 
CHARC 196 
CHARC 187 

1>>> 

"QQaagRQQRRFF" > 
"QQQ0FF" > 
"Q7OF1Fap390" > 
"O@BQBCA39301F AFA" > 
"Caza 
“TESF7EFCFRFOE" > 

FAFCTESF IF" > 

CHAR’ 198, 
CHARC 199, 
CHARC 110 
CHARC 111 

L CHARC 11 
CHARS 1 

LL CHAR 121, 
CHARS 12: 

1FQFQ797070F9793" > 
93070F9707970F 1F 
"SOCOFOFLFCFFFFFF" ¥ 
"EEFFFFECFIF@caa" > 
"RE ?FSE101CSE7FFF" > 
"goa9e91818"> 
"gage3c242aac” > 
"QO7E42424z4276" > 

CHARC 123, "FFAIS181918181FF" 
_ CHAR 152. "Fa@CQearararacre” 
DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONSEY/NI7" 

FOR TO 39 STEP 
2 CALL INDC~1,118,1,220,1> 
A CALL HCHARC 2@.1,128) 
@ CALL HCHAR< 20.1,32) 
NEXT I 
RETURN 

DEAE Chencaall aceeeaccencea Tees 
CALL CHAR(96, "QGQQQ0FFFF™ > 
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TI-99/4A PROGRAM 

690 FOR I=1 TO LENCAS) 
619 CALL HCHARC 12,1. ASI 
620 NEXT I 
630 CALL KEYC@,K.S) 
649 1F S= THEN 632 
650 IF K=ASCC"Y" THEN 1899 
66@ IF K=ASCC"N" THEN 678 ELSE 630 
67@ CALL CLEAR 
680 CALL HCHAR(1,8,93> 
69@ CALL HCHARC 1.9.67) 
79@ CALL HCHARC 1.19.79) 
71@ CALL HCHARC 1, 11,82 
72@ CALL HCHARC 1, 12.6 
73@ CALL VCHARC2, 1,15: 
74@ CALL HCHAR( 18,30, 
750 CALL HCHARC 19,31, 
760 CALL HCHARC11,31, 
770 CALL HCHARC 11,3: 
788 CALL HCHARC 16,30, 
79@ CALL HCHARC 16 
80 CALL HCHARS 
818 CALL HCHARC 1 
820 CALL VCHARC 12,32 
839 AR28 
848 CH28 
850 Fees 
86@ RANDOMIZE 
870 CALL HCHARCR, 2,33 
880 CALL KEYC@,K,S> 
890 CALL HCHARCX,C.40> 
900 CALL HCHARCX,C,32> 
910 Xe INTCRND¥24 D441 
920 IF X=12 THEN 1290 
930 IF X=13 THEN 1380 
940 IF M=22 THEN 1620 
950 IF X<1 THEN 910 
960 CALL HCHARCX,C, 128 
37@ CALL SOUND< -1,xX+8200,0,7000,0> 
980 IF S=@ THEN 88Q 
99@ IF K=ASC("E" THEN 1080 
1@8@ IF KmASC( "Xx" THEN 1130 
1018 IF KsASCC".">THEN 1020 
1@2@ CALL HCHARCR,3,96,F) 
1038 CALL SOUND(-19,-1,.0> 
1042 CALL HCHARCR, 3,92.F> 
1@5@ CALL GCHARCR.A,S> 
1068 IF S<>32 THEN 1190 
1978 GOTO 88a 
1082 IF R=3 THEN aaa 
1099 ReR-1 
110 CALL HCHARCR, 2,33) 
1118 CALL HCHARCR+1.2.22> 
1128 GOTO 88Q 
113Q IF R=23 THEN 989 
1140 ReR+1 
115@ CALL HCHARCR, 2,939 
1169 CALL HCHARCR-1.2,32) 
1178 GOTO aaa 
1188 FOR I=2 To 16 
1198 CALL COLORC13,1,2> 
1200 CALL SOUND<-2090.110+1.1> 
1219 NEXT T 

EGSCAS. 1,199 

1220 SC=sc+10 
1230 CALL HCHARCX.C.32> 
1240 SB=" "RSTRECSC> 
1250 FOR I=1 TO LENCSS> 
1260 CALL 

NEXT 1 
2 GOTO Aan 

HOHARC 1.1. ASCCSEGECSB.T. 199 
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A=A-2 
IF C=2 THEN 1940 
GOTO 88a 

FOR I=1100 TO 119 STEP -110 
CALL SOUND< -200,1,0> 

@ NEXT T 
GOTO 1719 
CALL 
CALL 

@ CAL! SOUND 
2 CALL SOUND 

CALL GCHARC 19,2 
CALL HCHARC 19,3, 32 
IF S<>92 THEN 1469 
GOTO saa 

@ FOR TO 16 
CALL COLORC1,1,2) 
CALL SOUND< -90, 
NEXT 1 
FOR I=120 TO 122 

9 CALL HCHARCR2,1) 
FOR Dei TO 20 
NEXT D 

49 NEXT T 
CALL HCHARCR. 2 

2 FOR I=1190 TO 110 STEP 
@ CALL SOUNDC-200,1.0) 

NEXT I 
FOR I=1 TO 100 
NEXT I 
GOTO 1719 
CALL HCHARC 16.3,98,27) 
CALL SOUND< ~200, 300,09 
CALL SOUIND< -200.305,0) 
CALL SOLINDC -90,310,.09 

@ CALL GCHARC 16.2.5) 
CALL HCHARC16,3,32.27 
IF _$<>32 THEN 1460 
GoTo 98a 
CALL CLEAR 

20 SC=O 
@ AS=" DO YOL! WANT ANOTHER GAMECY/NI7” 

FOR T=1 TO LENCAS) 
CALL HCHARC 12.1. ASC SEGSC AS. 1 
NEXT I 

QO CALL KEYCO.K 



TI-99/4A PROGRAM 

IFS 1779 
IF kK >THEN 
IF K THEN 181 ELSE 1770 
CALL CLEAR 
FOR Nei TO 3 
FOR TO 4 
CALL SOLNDC-200,1 O+N.T 
cal 
MENT T 
NEXT WI 
END. 
CALL CLEAR 

Pes 
58 SOSUB 

Iss" 
Pe? 
GOSUP = 
1s=" 1 
Pata 
GOSUR 
FOR I= 

Q NEXT I 
CALL Cl 
GOTO 6 
FOR I= 
CALL H 
NEXT I 

OUND? 9.119 

NSTRPUCTIONS 

2060 
use & To MOVE UIP 

2061 
USE x TO MOVE DOWN” 

50 
SE THE FULL STOP KEY TO FIRE” 

2060 
1 TO 200 

LERR 
78 
1 TO LENC TS) 
CHARCP. 1. ASCCSEGSCIS,1,1))) 

CALL SOLIND<-1,5000,09 
RETURN 

Micro Tip TI-99/4A 

Secrets of the system 
Here are some little-known system variables for the Atari. 
POKE 82,0 gives you a full 40 column editing screen, 
POKE 77,0 inside a main program loop stops the Atari going into attract mode in a joystick control program. 
POKE 580, | causes SYSTEM RESET to cold start the com- 

puter when pressed. 
POKE 559,47 gives interesting results. 
Before saving a program to tape, itis advisable 0 LPRINT beforehand, as there is a bug in the tape operating system similar to the one in early BBC operating systems. 
Instead of using SETCOLOR to alter colour on the screen, 

altering the contents of COLORO to COLORS (708 to 712) 
using the formula 
colour number * 16+hue 
will provide the desired results. Mark Bullen 

Micro Tip Commodore 64 

Owners of the Commodore 64 may find the following few POKEs 
useful for the cursor. 
POKE 204, 0 before a GET will produce a flashing cursor 

(which is turned off with POKE 204, 1), 
POKE 207; 1 beforean INPUT willswitchoffthecursoruntila 

A onall keys (not just the cursor keys and: bar) can 
pareve with POKE 650, 128, POKEIng this location wit 
zero will return things to normal. 
David Gristwood 
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ATARI PROGRAMMING 
Have you ever wanted to write a 
simple title page to your program 
and just couldn’t remember how 
many letters across or how many 
lines down graphics 1 or 2 has, 
and you couldn’t visualise where 
to start the first line? Then this 
program is for you. 

It will allow you to select 
graphics 1 or 2. The selected 
screen is then displayed with text 
window for prompts and thellines 
numbered. 

Give your 
program Gi 
title to be 
proud of 

Smarten up the title pages of 
your programs with Writline 

which makes it easier to handie 
graphics and colour. It was 
written by Terry Davies for 

any Atari 

Hints on conversion 
POKE#,X. The # isthememory 
addre and X= 
COLOR*16+LUM. 

In GRAPHICS mode 1 and 2 the 
following POKEs apply: 
708 colour register 0 

ETCOLOR 
O)(CAPITALS) 

709 colour register 1 
(SETCOLOR 1)(lowercase) 

710 colour register 2 
(SETCOLOR 2)(inverse 
CAPITALS) 

TAL colour register 3 
(SETCOLOR 3)(Inverse 
Towercase) 

712 colour register 4 
(SETCOLOR 4) 
(Background) 

Take for example 
SETCOLOR 1,5,8. This would 
equal COLOR 5*16+LUM 
which in this instance is 8. So 
5*16+&=88, therefore POKE 
709,88 would'be the same. 

mn 1 eornnntt 

statement 

You can then choose the back- 
ground hue and brightness. You 
can do the same with each 
setcolor-uppercase, lowercase, 
uppercase inverse, and lowercase 
inverse. 

At this point the computer asks 
what you wish to write to the 
screen. If the text is within the 
range of the graphic mode it will 
be printed, and you can delete itif 
you wish, 

REM **WRITLINE BY TERRY DAVIES OCT 198 

GRAPHICS 1+16:SETCOLOR 4.3,3:SETCOLOR 
15412:SETCOLOR 1,3,12:SETCOLOR 2,.6,6:S 

TO_3@: SOUND 
‘SOUND 

4@ TRAP 30:7 CHRS 1 
00 YOU WANT TO HRITE #65"PRESS START" 

6 POKE 708,PEEK< 749 :POKE 7@9.PEEK( 716): 
POKE 71@,PEEK< 711 ):POKE 711,PEEK( 768 > 
re Poe tet TO S@:NEXT Hi IF PEEK(53279><> 

2) 
88 

6 7@_7 “WHAT START POSITION @-19 "5: INPUT 

8 TRAP 18 > IF ST>19 THEN 70 o « 

9 GRAPHICS @:SETCOLOR 2,4,6:SETCOLOR 1.6 | | 128. fp... > RIGHT OH!“:FOR T=1 TO 

pe 2 7 "WHAT OO YOU WANT TO WRITE 
19 7 CHRSC 125927 27 37 27 “WHAT GRAPHICS 
DO YOU WANT TO WRITE YOUR TITLE PAGE 
IN» GRAPHICS 1 OR 2" NPUT 6 
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11 IF G<1 OR G>2 THEN 16 
39 GRAPHICS 6:SETCOLOR 4,.2,6:DIMN ES 20>, 
ANSCS ):H=820=02POKE 710,32 

? #65H20=0+1:H=0:1F G=1 

IF G=1 AND R>2@ THEN 300 
IF 5=2 AND R>1 THEN 300 

How it works 
1-3 title page (I used WRIT- 

LINE to write it) 
4 sound routine 
6 rotates colours 
7 checks to seeif START hasbeen 

ressed, P 
9-11 asks which GRAPHICS you 

wish to write your ttle page 
30-37 displays requested 
GRAPHICS and DIMensions 
strings 

38 GOSUB to set colours 
39-1100 requests and displays 

text 

At each stage the correct in- 
structions are displayed under the 
title, program line, for you to 
make a note of and incorporate 
into your own program. 

This program is fairly well 
trapped so anyone would have to 
work pretty hard to make it fail, 
except for one thing, SET- 
COLOR 1 luminance setting also 
sets the text window. Writing 
brightness, SETCOLOR 3, 
luminance, also sets the bright 
ness of the text window. 

So if both are similar the text 
won't show, if this occurs press 
N and RETURN to reset 
SETCOLOR 3, luminance. 

The program itself is a fairly 
simple one, not using very 
sophisticated routines. 

But, for all that, I believe it will 
be a Very useful one, especially 
for those starting to write pro- 
grams requiring a title page and 
for beginners to grasp the 
working of the SETCOLOR 
command. 

Variables 
ES text 
ANS answers 
R line to write on 
ST start position of text 
CO colour 
LUM luminance 
G graphics 

937 "GN HHAT LINE 
INPUT R 

26-ST THEN POSIT 



ATARI PROGRAMMING 

ES G0TO 1600 
527 CHRS( 253 >: ‘OUT. 

sFOR T=1 TO S@@:NEXT 

$( 125927 CHRSC 253927 “OUT | 
NVERSE"FOR T=1 TO S@@:NEXT 

PROGRAMME LINE “ | 
"sSTa"s"aRa" 2PRINT | 
ALRIGHT? (Y/N>"52 INPUT | 

ANSC1,1>="y" OR 
210="9" THEN 46 | 

#65R:G0TO 46 

2016 TRAP 2010:7 “WHAT LUMINANCE 1-14":T 
NPUT LUMZIF LUM>14 THEN 2616 _ 
2012 SETCOLOR 4,-CO-LUM:?7 * PROGAR || | 
ME LINE Ren ** SETCOLOR 4."3! 

2015 7 14 IS THAT ALRIGHT 7 ¢'Y7N)' 
INPUT ANS: IF ANSC1,1><>"Y" THEN 2000 
2028 E$="A_b C d":POSITION 5.2:? #65ES 

127 37 27 “WHAT COLOUR OF L | 
ETTER A @-15":7 “(UPPER CASE >": INPUT CO: 
7? $1F CO>1S THEN 2621 

737 “HHAT LUMINANCE OF A G-14"5:IN 
Lum: IF LUM>14 THEN 2622 

2023 SETCOLOR 6,CO.LUM:? " PROGAN 
ia cet ** SETCOLOR @,"5CO0s"," | 

2024 7°37 8 IS THAT ALRIGHT ? (Y/N)>*5: 
2621 

. 
INPUT ANS: IF ANSC1,1><>"Y" THEN 
2026 TRAP 2026:7 + 

b 6-15) 
27 “WHAT COLOUR OF L 

1 ? "CLOHER CASE >“: INPUT CO: a URE AS © rn 7 3? “WHAT LI 4" 
Por Lunt IF LUPD>14 THEN eat 
2028. OR 1.COsLUM:7 * 
ne CINE ot? k *k SETCOLOR 1,"5! 
sLUMs" x" 
2629737" IS THAT ALRIGHT 7 CY/ND>"5: 
INPUT ANS? IF ANS$C1,1><>"Y" THEN 2026 

2030 TRAP 2030:7 37 27 “WHAT COLOUR OF 
C @15 “CINVERSE UPPER >": INPUT 

CO:? IF CO>1S THEN 2638 
2032-7 27 “WHAT LUMINANCE OF C (@-149"5: 
INPUT LUM: IF LUM>i4 THEN 2032 
2034 SETCOLOR 2,CO.LUM:? " 
fe LINE "i? " 

L 

*% SETCOLOR 2, 

HAT ALRIGHT ? (YZND>"5: 
E 7. 

2036 TRAP 
ETTER 
cus ene 

2043 IS THAT ALRIGHT 7 CY/ND>"5: 
INPUT ANS: IF ANSC1,1><>"Y" THEN 2036 
2855 RETURN 

D VIDEO 
A SOFTWARE LIMITED 

SOFTWARE FOR 
SPECTRUM AND Zx81 

OUR POLICY 
We aim to create programs which you will keep-on using until your computer wears out. You won't find our programs in the top ten and you will look in vain for colour adverts and fancy packaging. Nevertheless we have built up a solid following of discerning users in all parts of the world. Read the reviews of our programs if you can find them. We have been consistently praised for quality, originality 
and value for money 
WHAT DO YOU GET? 
The bulk of our cassettes are now made by the factory which produced the Horizons tape. Programs are recorded twice and carry on the reverse side an audio narrative to supplement the ‘operating instructions. Where appropriate, cassettes are accompa nied by a comprehensive and clearly written instruction manual 
48K SPECTRUM 
“Day of the Match” £5.00 
Fascinating and realistic simulation of an entire football. season, Name your own teams if you wish (English league provided on 
cassette). Rate each team from one to nine in various success 
categories such as attack, defence, manager, etc. Watch the Season unfold. Includes knock-out cup option. 
“Ball by Ball” £5.00 ‘Simulates a test match series or one day international series. Set up your own teams and pool of players (England v Australia provided), 
Rate each player's capabilities as batsman and bowler on a one to 
nine scale for qualities such as talent, effort, etc, Pick your teams and play the match. Electronic scoreboard’ shows progress of a match. Full supporting score card and series averages. 
“Superplan Generator” £12.00 
Spreadsheet type program with variable column width and variable number of columns. Lets you sacrifice columns you don't need to 
get more lines. 
“Superplan Pack 1”. Business Applications £7.00 
Ready-made applications programs for sales day book, purchase 
day book, cash book and petty cash book. 
“Superplan Pack 2”. Home Computing £7.00 
Ready-made applications programs for home budgeting, nutrition 
tables, car running costs and bank statements. 
“Superview" £5.00 Simple but effective information display. Up to 42 pages of text and low-res graphics, Access pages on demand or run in perpetual 
sslide-show’ mode. Full faclties to create your own pages and build 
upan information library on cassette. 
16K SPECTRUM 
“Superdraw” £5.00 
Create full colour high-res pictures and store them on cassette for Use as titles or background screens in other programs. Or just have fun doodling and build up a cassette library of your creations. Slide show option allows you to review pictures stored on cassette. 
16K ZX81 
Here is a selection of tities still available for 2X81. Send s.a.e. for illustrated catalogue. These are the ZX81 equivalents of the 
Spectrum programs described above. Although similar in concept the specifications fall short of the descriptions given for the 
Spectrum, 
“FOOTBALL-LEAGUE” Forerunner of x 
“TEST-MATCH” Forerunner of £4. 
“VIDEO-PLAN” Forerunner of . 
“VIDEO-AD” Forerunner of “Superview’ x 
“VIDEO-SKETCH" —_ Forerunner of “Superdraw’ £7.00 
Many independent computer shops now stock our products but we continue to supply by mail order on an off-the-shelf, immediate 
delivery basis. Prices include VAT, post and packing in U.K. Add a 
bit for postage if you live in Outer Mongolia. (Note: “Day of the 
Match” not available until late October 1963), 

VIDEO SOFTWARE LTD., 
Stone Lane, Kinver, Stourbridge, West Midlands. 

Telephone: 0384 872462 
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SPECTRUM GAMES 
SPECTRUM DARTS (48K) 
Five games of darts for 1-5 players, 501, Cricket, Killer, 
Round the board, Noughts and Crosses, four levels of play 
pet game, take on the computer or friendsat these games of 
skill and judgement 

WHE££LER DEALER 
As for the Commodore 64, but now available for the 48K 
Spectrum, Texas T199/4A and Dragon £5.50 

VIC-20 
GAMES AND UTILITIES 
JACKPOT 

This is it, the ultimate Fruit Machine for the VIC with 
nudge, hold and respin 100% machine code. ‘Overall 
Jackpot is a beautifully written simulation giving superb 
graphics, animation and use of colour. In fact, this pro- 
gram makes Commodore's Fruit Machine cartridge look 
unbelievably cueabare nasty.’ Home: ae ne dares 
No, 20 19/7/83... 

KWAZY KWAKS 
Accuracy and speed are required for this Shooting Gallery, 
superb use of colour and graphics in this new and challeng- 
ing game from theauthor of Jackpot. 100% machine code, 
joystick or keyboard control. .. £5: 

PACMANIA 

Choose your own game from the following options — dif- 
ficulty 1-3 speed 1-3, size of maze 1-3, visible or invisible 
maze, still or moving power pills, define your own key con- 
trols, any combination, if this is your type of game, then 
this is the one for you, for the 3K expand VIC 50 

BUGSY (Joystick Only) 
This is a Minefield with a difference as you step on the 
stones whilst collecting purple boxes which give your both 
time and points, they disappear from beneath your feet. 
DO NOT DESPAIR! “BUGSY” will randomly replace 
the stones but avoid bumping into him or its sudden death! 
An original compulsive and challenging game 

MINI-ROULETTE — PONTOON — HI-LOW 

Three great games of chance for the VIC, try to beat the 
computer, hours of fun, full colour, sound effects and 

COMMODORE 64 
GAMES AND UTILITIES 
JACKPOT 64 

At last its here, specially written for the 64, by the author 
of “JACKPOT” the ultimate Fruit Machine ath for 
MNOWIG . Wits Ree 
(available from Ist Nov) 

WESTMINSTER 
A game for up to four players, can you lead the party of 
your choice and win the general election, you tour the 60 
Constituencies (seats) buying votes, when you can, (just 
like the real thing), this must be one of the first board type 
games specially written for the computer. Why play on 
your own, have fun with your family and friends playing 
WESTMINSTER ..... £5.50 

RED ALERT 
A game for 1-4 players, with sound and graphics, Make 
money in casinos, commit robbery, hide from the police, 
hire secret agents, (some of whom can be treacherous), 
negotiate for weapons, find and attack the secret rocket 
base to launch the missile, and watch the havoc and 
destruction caused. There's no turning back from 
BEREDAPER Teed cs uceniyuse +. £5.50 

WHEELER DEALER 
A game for two to twenty players, become a tycoon of the 
motor trade, you must obtain gearboxes, tyres and engines 
to produce cars for sale. Form syndicates, buy and ex- 
change parts, buy dealerships, but be careful, you may 
become bankrupt and have to liquidate, find out what you 
are made of, have you got what it takes to become a 
WHEELER DEALER 

LUNAR RESCUE 
Our new version, avoid the asteroid belt, to rescue the 
stranded scientists, then fight your way back to the mother 
ship, fast reactions are required to safely land and dock 
your lunar module 2 

PURCHASE LEDGER 
Easy to use, single entry, handles 400 invoices per month, 
Gross/Nett purchases, V.A.T. £14.50 
Disk Version . £17.00 
(available from Ist Nov) 

SALES LEDGER — As Above . £14.50 
Disk Version 5 £17.00 

CHIPMON — Contains’ a one- or two- pass Assember, 
Disassembler and Monitor. A programming aid for the 
development of machine code programs and routines on 
the CBM 64 . 
Full documentation with all utility programs. 
Other software available for the VIC and Commodore 64, 
send for free brochure, including RABBIT SOFTWARE 

MR CHIP SOFTWARE 
Dept HCW, I NEVILLE PLACE, LLANDUDNO, GWYNEDD LL30 3BL. 

Tel: (0492) 79026 
Wanted: High quality software, of all types, for export and UK distribution. 

at £5.50 each. Send Cheques/PO’s to: 

All programs now available on disc please allow £2.50 extra. 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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NEW RELEASE. [@)s][e%R] 9 NEW RELEASE NEW REL 

3D BATTLE STAR DEFENCE 
“I challenge you to defy my superiority 

in the universe” 
MISSION: Take your new X17 Starfighter, defend yourself 
from attacking forces. SHOOT ON SIGHT! 
“100% machine code makes this game, fast, exciting, 
(includes special effects otherwise impossible to imitate). 
FEATURES: Full sound & colour, adjustable volume and skill 
levels, full high score table, user definable control keys 
(suitable for joysticks). One or two play option + lots more. 

ONLY £6.50 
Available now for any ORIC 1. immediate delivery. 

FREE Blank tape with first 100 orders. 
FREE Postage & Packaging 

TOPAZ SOFTWARE, 49 Red Hill, 
Kiveton Park, Sheffield S31 80A 

== ee 
Games for Aquarius 

Pack 1 
contains — Bombadier, Fruit Machine, Hangman, 
Alien Descent, Soccer Manager ........... £4.99 

Pack 2 
contains — Dungeon Adventure, U-Boat, Golf, 
Starcatcher, Moonraker ........ +++ £4.99 

Special Offer: Both tapes only £7.99 
PO/Cheques to: 

MERCURY HOUSE 
PO Box 157 

Manchester M60 1PP 
Trade enquiries welcome. 

Please allow 14 days for delivery. 

Texas T199/4A 

ARENA lit (EXT. BASIC) £4.95 Space war. Defend your ship from attacking aliens. Battle your way to Arga. To land, you must blast out a landing strip. Descend from ship through treacherous meteor storms. Laser cannon, neutron bombs, space walks. This game has the lot. 
PINBALL+CUBITS —_(EXT. BASIC) £4.95 Two games on one tape. A realistic pinball machine. All the excite. ‘ments of the real thing. Cubits: A test of skill and memory for those who like a challenge 
POSTMANS KNOCK (BASIC) £4.95 “ON YOUR BIKE” says the Boss. Wobble through dense country. side. Post letters; empty postboxes; pick up parcels. Have you time to do it, before the post office does the sorting? Ride the regulation bike (with bell). It is not easy! Extra screen for High Scores, unless You are sacked first! DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Send cheque or P.O. to Lizard Games, Orders post free. 
14 Bridgwood, Brookside, TELFORD, Shropshire TF3 1LX 

WANTED 

We dao pot he UX. 

saasittctemarumen NOW 
THOR conser cote. 

crusee HUGE 

TI-99/4A [Ea TI-99/ 
DADDIE’S HOT ROD (BASIC) eee Drive through sheep tieias, woods, over rivers and avoid all 
obstacles, then pick up hitch-hikers down perilously twisting roads 
HCW gave five stars. 
HUNCHBACK HAVOCK (BASIC) £5.95 
Arcade action in TI-BASIC! Race with Egor through 24 different 
sheets. Superb graphics and great fun. 
THE BLACK TOWER (BASIC) £5.95 
Unlock the mysteries of the black tower and rescue the Lady Gwen 
in our latest full 16K adventure. Addictiverand entertaining. 
BATTLESTAR ATTACK (EXT-BASIC) £6.95 
Stop the battlestar before it blows up you home planet. A fast game 
with excellent graphics. HCW gave five stars and said: ‘even at 
level one a very addiotive game’ 

Send cheque or P.O. to 
LANTERN SOFTWARE, 

4 Haffenden Road, Tenterden, Kent TN30 6QD 
or SAE for full list. Look out for our products at your TI retailer. 

THE 

MEGA 
RUN..../|....is here 



BEDFORDSHIR! 

SOFTWARE CENTRE 
Compute Sotiware 

arge SIA.E for li 

ADVERTISE 
IN OUR 

NATIONWIDE 
GUIDE AND SEE 
YOUR BUSINESS 
GROW. PHONE 

NOW FOR 

J & F COMPUTERS 
We stock a wide range of hardware 
software and peripherals for most of 
‘he leading home computers, including 
SPECTRUM, BBC, Commodore 64 
‘and VIC 20, Phone or write now for 
‘more details 
OUT NOW — SYSMON machine 
code monitor programs ive you access 
to machine code on the VIC 20 and 
Commodore 64, Features include 
Dumps, Load and Save of 
code, Assembler, Disassemb! 
Tots more! At only. £5.50 f 
versions for either mathine, oF £10,00 
for SYSMON 20 on an EPROM. 
invaluable tool for the 
programmer. Also, we pi 
EPROM's with your programs, 
£10,00 — write or phone for a 
quotation. Trade enquiries welcome 
Send cheques/postal orders now to 
J & F COMPUTERS, 

Rosehill, Ladock, 
Truro, Cornwall TR2 4PQ 
or telephone us (any time) on 
St. Austell (0726) 882 758 

HCW — 
COMPATIBLE 
WITH ALL 

POPULAR HOME 

lude my business 
Name 

Address: 

Tel. No. 

Opentirs: .... 
Contact (Office Use On\y): 

.C.W. (Shops & 
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INWIDE SHOPS & DEALERS 

. SOFTWARE 10% OFF RRP_ 
‘Over 800 tites. Commodore, Spectrum. 38C, Orie. Dragon computers. 
VIC-20 cartridges £8 each or 4 for £18, 
RADIO 88, 88 Longbridge Rd, 

ing, Essex 
9979 for price list, 

DAVID SHACK SOFTWARE 
: rite scoM 

STAFFS 

= 
FOR BBC, SPECTRUM & 
ALL LEADING MICRO’S 
‘STAFFORD: 59 FOREGATE ST 

TEL: 0785 41899 
STOKE-ON-TRENT: 

MARKET SQUARE ARCADE 
TEL: 0782 268620 

SCO 

READ OUR 
DEALER 

DIRECTORY AND 
FIND OUT THE 
OCATION OF 

YOUR NEAREST 
COMPUTER 
SPECIALIS 

¥ as 

PENNINE 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

We have now moved to 
30 Burnley Road, Accrington, 

jount. SAE for free catalogue 

he Micro Store 
HOME COMPUTER CENTRE 

We carry a large selection of 
hardwere/software/accessories 

for BBC, ORIC, SPECTRUM 
CBM 64, VIC-20, ATARI 400. 
{600 & 800, DRAGON & 

MEMOTECH, 
13B West Street, 

Horsham, W. e 

PHOENIX 
SOFTWARE CENTRE 

SPECTRUM, COM 
Also stockisis of BBC & 

SPECTRUM COMPUTERS. 

THE GAMES SHOP AND. 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

YOUR SOFTWARE 
SUPERMARKET. 

CARVELLS 
of RUGBY LTD. 

317 BANK ST. RUGBY 

Phone or visit soon. 

RECRUITING? 
SELLING A PRODUCT? 

OR A SERVICE? 

GET MAXIMUM BENEFIT FOR YOUR MONEY 
FIND OUT ABOUT OUR WHOLE RANGE OF PUBLICATIONS IN: 

COMPUTING ELECTRONICS 
VIDEO RADIO 

Simply telephone 

ASP CLASSIFIED 
ow. 01-437 1002 je take Access and Barclaycard) 

EKLY 7 February 1984 

rs), 1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB 
a eee ee 
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NS = 
Lineage: 

35p per word 

Semi display: £6.00 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts. 

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request), 

The 
ENGLISH SOFTWARE 

Company 

ATARI and COMMODORE 64 Tene ees §=TAPE COPIER 
PROGRAMMERS WANTED rum — £18.78. Send with cheque or aaE 
NOW! iciets PO. T.V. Service of Cambridge, | | Spectrum propane linch hestoiec, 
JET BOOT JACK and 
NEPTUNE’S DAUGHTERS: 
are waltingto hear from YOU! 
CONTACTUS 

Les Martin 
HARLEQUIN COMPL 

PO Box 4, liford 16 
ING Lid 
3DV 

BOOKS & 
PUBLICATIONS 

Popping, Break dancing. Teach 
ourself. Loose stamp for details. 
Dance Publications, 136 Monkhill 

Pontefract WF8 IRT 

Part exchange your old software for 
br 
details, Statemachine type. NCC, 12 | |, GAM {SANE your ora programs 
York Close, Barton, Beds MK45 | | frat oo games absoltey free. Lite || | cpomoa ten tne Even propane | | EQS LS 498. membership only. £6. Join mow on hat cannot bestoppedear now be, | | ef WT 

rand new cassettes. S.A.E, for 

Software Exchange. Swap your used 

skills in computing. Ring 
COMPUTER WORKSHOP 

on 01-318 5488 
4 Lee High Road, Lewisham, 

London SE13 SLO 

Gentlemen, Does your lady enjoy 
attractive softwear? Then send for 
free lists of inexpensive lingerie 
SAE to BCM/Elegance, London 
WCIN 3XX, 

Worth £270, will take £200 0.n.0. | |s9Pie, Auto. Abort. STOPS and ives 
Oric Software Library. Two weeks | 01-515 0170 (evenings). beagle 
hire £1. Annual Membership £5 Prvpopeepaesrebtcldlire 
Stamp for list. Les Wilson, | BBC Model B, Torch-Disc pack 
Penallick, Tintagel, Cornwall. 
Hire a co 
wards for 
buy and sell second-hand com 
puters and_ books. 
Business & Computer Services, 
294a, Caledonian Road, London NI 
IBA. Tel; 01-607 0187. 

puter from ZX81 up: 
week or a year. We also 

Labels in Blue, White or Yellow, 20 |] then colour, Joystick or keyboard 
PROBLEMS WITH for 36, inlay cards in Blue, Red oc] Poe ge Crecniecott, 88. Decprield 

YOUR MACHINE 
SCAN OUR 

SERVICE/REPAIR 
SE 0) 

COMMODORE 64. 
GAMES LIBRARY 

money back approval 
Send for details to 

CLASSIFIED 

01-437 0699 
EXT 341. 
Send your requirements to: 
Debra Stupple 
ASP LTD. 

REPAIRS 
NEW TO COMPUTING? | ZX81 — Spectrum. We can now | | 6 Will make security copies of most 
We are here to help you gain }| offer out-of-guarantee repairs by | | “Ste based software. Send £47510 

our Computer Dept. Our e 
have had over three years experience 
servicing Sinclair Computer pro: 
ducts. Price including p&p. ZX81 

French's Road, Cambridge CB4 
3NP. Phone (0223) 311371 

TI-99/4A and joysticks, ext 
BASIC, speech synthesis 
module: games tapes and books. 

software, monitor, Epson-FX80, 
Micronet to be sold. 01-789 7261 

ALL YOUR CASSETTE NEEDS 

Blank cassettes C1S with 0, 40 

Yellow 20 for 6Op. Library cases, 9p 

Postage on each complete order $Sp. Stonehorn Ltd, (HCW), $9 Mayfield 
Way. Barwell, Leicester LE9 SBL 

SOFTWARE 
APPLICATIONS 

SPECTRUM KOPYKAT 
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE 

Simply the best. C 
TLOADit 

O per cent machine code. 

1 Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB 

‘@ COPYMATE 64 @ 
A back-up utility for COMMODORE 

HORIZON SOFTWARE 
15 Bamburg Close, Corby, 
Northants N18 9PA, 

SPECTRUM programs {ine 
fc unstoppable) eniy with MANY unique 
Feaivies. MICRODRIVE COMPATABLE 
Plus a FULL MONEY BACK GUARAN: 
TEE: you ate not satisfied 

LOADS in all program. parts CON INUOUSLY ~ even without pressing a Key 
Other copiers require many loadings 
MASSIVELY saving you time and trouble! 
‘* MAXBYTES copies programs occupying the FULL 16k’ or 48K! Vertis. Repeat 

5 STARS FROM THE 
HOW REVIEW, WITH THREE 

100% RATINGS! 
LERM (DHC), 

16 Stonepit Drive, Cottingham 
Mkt Harborough, L 

Dragon 32 Supadraw. Draw shapes 

Way, Coulsdon, Surrey 

y-BREAKER BREAKER— 
For the Commodore 64, this revised 
1984. version will make back-up 
copies of most popular cassette 
programs. Why pay more? For a fast 
turn round on orders rush cheques! 
POs for £3.95 to: 

C. KENT, 
26 Northcape Walk, Corby, 

Northants NN18 900 
vou afford to be without one? c 

software. Spectrum speciality Computer games, discount prices. 
FREE membership. S.A.E. UK Free catalogue. Send S.A.E. to: 
SEC, (HCW), 15 Tunwell Greave, A. D. Software, 17 West Street, 
Sheffield $5 9GB. 

HCW 
YOUR SOFTWARE 
SUPERMARKET. 

Spectrum Software [il Two 
weeks hire FREE (p&p 40p). Annual 
membership £7.50 or SAE for 
details, State 16/48. G. Turney, 47 
Cleavers Ave, Conniburrow, Milton 
Keynes, Bucks. 

Despatched by first class return of 
ost Send cheque/PO for £4.95 to 

M 
61 Ardeen Road, Doncaste 

South Yorks DN2 SER. 
IT CAN EVEN COPY ITSELF 

Wath on Dearne, Rotherham S63 
7QU 
TI-99/4A Camptown Races (family 
fun) and Planetary Journey (child 
rens arithmetic). On one cassette 
£4.50. 9, Cherwell, Suigrave 
Washington NE37 3LA. Tel 
4173734, 

The contents of this publication, includi 
Specialist Publications Ltd. All rights 
specifically reserved to Argus Specialist 

© 1984 Argus Specialist Publications Lid 

other intellectual property rights therein belong to Argus 
s and by virtue of international copyright conventions are 

consent of the compa 
¥ the Law of Co 
is Lid and any 

SSN0264-4991 
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TI-99/4A 
FOR GUARANTEED, 
QUALITY SOFTWARE 
SEND S.A.E. FOR OUR 

LIST AND SAMPLE 
INSERTS. 

HARLEQUIN 
Computing Limited, 

PO Box 44, 
Iford 1G13DV 

FANTABULOUS 
FEBRUARY 

‘THE HOBBIT (Melbourne) 
CBM 64 & Spectrum £11.65 

VAL HALLA (Legend) 
Spectrum £12 

Jetpac, Lunar Jetman, Atic At 
(all ULTIMATE) for the 
Spectrum £4.50 each 
PERIPHERALS 

VIC-20 16K RAM pack 
(switcheable) £30 

CBM 64 Simon's BASIC £45 
(save £5) 

S.A.E, for list, State machine. 
‘Cheques & postal orders to: 
LA MER SOFTWARE 

22 West Street, Weston. 
Super-Mare, Avon BS23 1JU 
Tel: 0934 26339 for quotation 

‘between 10am and 6pm 

TI-99/4A House of Horrors and 
Star-Strike, £5.99. Devastation and 
Sabotage, £4.99, Solid Software, 35 
Melville Road, Bispham, Blackpool 

TOP 100 
SPECTRUM GAMES 
2 FOR THE PRICE OF ONE 

‘SAE FOR LIST 
BEEDUS SOFTWARE 

Vol. 48). MANI 
ou oeape 

Texas 
s Invaded’ 

eaten: 4, 
your gunsight. P 
two progr 

wo P.M 

Ant Attack (Quicksl Mobb (Melbourne) 

‘Cheque’ PO 
INTRIGUE SOFTWARE 

. Ton 
058064726 

SAE for details, Dealer enguiies welcome 

venture: 2. “Depth Char 
battleship hunts submarine: 

“Caterpillar Crunch”” 
“Fighter Pilot 

I9/4A. cassettes: 
— underwater ad 

Attack” 

£5.95 a 

Melbourne, Royston, Herts 

HCW 
YOUR SOFTWARE 
SUPERMARKET. 

‘DISCOUNT SOFTWA\ 45 Gronewick. Bracknal. Berks, 

‘YOUR OWN SOFTWARE BUSINESS: 

INTRIGUE SOFTWARE 
TI-99/4A 16K BASIC 

HiRes Graphics and Tex ADVENTUREMANIA — canyo 

AL 

eat or be 

£4,95 any 
y thi 

£6.95 all four. Send cheque or P.O. 
Williams, 1 New Road, 

OUNT SOFTWARE 
1 most computers 

RRP ORP| 

15K Games for your 48K Oric 

3D Maze & Breakout £6.50 

PHILDATA, 

: ISIS VIDEO 

packages from ABC to A level. Many 

‘most popular home /school computers 

ISIS VIDEO «cw, 

108 1 £7.50 @ Reverse £5.50 

VATA PAP SAE 

8, Richmond Terrace, 

ACCESS Orders Telephone (0532) THES 

Specialists in Educational software, 

major publishing houses included in 

Ring Fiona Brooks now on 01-541 0403 

Crown Works, Chruch Road, 

ORIC FUN 

Cis) Flos & Hangman £6.50 

“WO plus software ules, 

‘Pudsey, W. Yorks. 

SOFTWARE 
EDUCATIONAL 

Software and text books. Software 

four comprehensive catalogue covering 

‘or write stating model to: 

Norbiton, Kingston, Surrey 

——_,, 

THE EDUCATIONAL 
SOFTWARE specialists. 
Large S.A.E for lists. 

52A Bromham Road, 
Bedford 

Tel: Bedford 44733 

G.C.E. O LEVEL 

MATHEMATICS 
LONDON SYLLABUS B (261 
CAMBRIDGE SYLLABUS D (004) 
PHYSICS 
AE. B. SYLLABUS 052 
CHEMISTRY 
LONDON SYLLABUS 08) 
CAMBRIDGE SYLLABUS 

SUCCESS IS YOURS or we will refund the full purchase price 
HOMESTUDY Ltd Treleigh Woods Farm, Treleigh, Redruth, Comwall 

PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
All models bought for cash. 
Morgan Camera Company 
160 Tottenham Court Road 

London WI. Tel: 01-388 2562 
Got a Program. Urgently required 
‘Games and Education programs for 
the ZX81, up to $0% Royalty paid, 
send on tape only. Hercules Soft- 
ware, 1 Hulton Close, Marton, 
Middlesbrough, Cleveland TS7 
8PG 
Wanted: software authors for CBM 
64 and MTX 512. Good commission 
paid. Genesis Software, 68 Galaxie 
Road, Couplain, Portsmouth PO89 
AR. 

64 PROGRAMMERS 
Wanted for the COMMODORE 64, good ‘Quality M/C alitesspectal interest in 

nor ete. We wil buy outright Or pay 

HORIZON SOFTWARE 
15 Bamburg Close, Corby, 
Northants NNIA9PA 

PROBLEMS WITH 
YOUR MACHINE? 

SCAN OUR 
=RVICE/REPAIR 

48k Spectrum 

1984/5 £30 THE SET 1984/5 £30 THE SET 

1984/5 £26 THE SET 

1984/5 AVAILABLE 
1984/5 ‘APRIL/MAY 

PREFERRED CLASSIFICATION 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

— ORDER FORM 
Advertise nationally for only 35p per word 
{minimum charge 
Simply print your message in the coupon and 
send with your cheque or postal order made 

15 words). 

payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd to: 

CLASSIFIED DEPT. , HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY, 
1 Golden Square, London WIR 3AB 
Tel: 01-437 0699. 
Name 
Address 

Tel. No. (Day) 

my advert 
number of 

Please plac 
Please 
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The CDS experience, more 
action... ore adventure... 

Lhd is Timebomb a brand 
Ww Arcade Adventure 

game from CDS. 
Just one of a new range 
of exciting programs... 

fh 

, ONLY £5:95 each at W.H.Smiths, “Boots, John Menzies and ot 1g Ci 
D> | Neilabie crect rom CDS Mire Systems. Sond Chesue or BO. CDS 10, 

e Scien coy 

Fa 
Khill, Doncaster DN11 9LA. Tel: (0302)744129. 



ARCADE ACTION AND 
3D SPACE ADVENTU 

. B 
RE... 
jade 

Alley 
Six different 

creens 0! 
‘credible 3D 
arcade action 

featuring’ 
Saucers; 
‘Asteroids; 
Tie Fighters; 

The 
pardian 

Spaceships: 
roving 3D 

St PSS SOFTWARE 
FOR INSTANT CREDIT CARD SALES TEL(0203)667556, SEND CHEQUE OR RO. 
TO PSS. 452 STONEY STANTON RD. COVENTRY CV6 5DG. G. 
TRADE ENQUIRIES CONTACT JOHN FLETCHER, COVENTRY (0203) 81346 


